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to modelling of welding leads to the 
thermo-mechano-metaHurgical (TMM) 
of this problem. The TMM process requires four 
welding control variables, boundary 
approximation. To assure the 
of data an interactive database was 
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has been selected 
thE! SYSDATA, 
stresses and 
thesis as the TMM benchmark 
of properties 
lised the F'inite 
, steels, 
JI1 simulation the TMM pro~ 
by a welding process which 
The overall aim is to improve the simulation of and post-weld by 
developing a to some would automate acquisition the 
data deck III 
of relationship 




. tools for analysing 
of Sy-SDATA are 
• menu in the 
and thermal, metallurgical 
One important of 
interpolation routines used to estim-
e.g. 
particular properLy as a continuous 
SYSDATA, in UNIX-based cation, has extensive 
following: 
• for TMM simulation, 
• of input decks for SYSWELD program, 
• 












1. INTRDDUCTION 8 
cubic routines, 
• interactive help 
• plotter or com . Continuous Cooling 
di 
DATA is equipped wi can fit a linear curve and some 
non-linear curves a given scatter of types of 
are 
interpolation. 
for purpose: , non-linear , and cubic 
estimated 
the case of 
bounclary-val ue 
pwgram is defined 
boundary init conditions: 








focuses also on 
Thermal properties: conductivity, 
are not points of scatter as 
curve passes through all 
FE 
or any other TMM problem within 
related to: 
shape welded joint 







acquisition of of weI materials that can 
and 




In the context these 



















material acquisition nr,-.r""rl very 
these so as to find 
SYSDATA; 
Welding benchmark by SYSWELD 
SYSDATA 
formulation of the TMM problem a 




in TMM and 
















2. input decks program. 
It can DOS or operating It can also as 
who wish to simulate the TMM 






SYSDATA structure and faci]' 






















Each property is determined for 
for a ven 
This is 
meters. 
and can be ,<",n,r"''' 
interpolation routine can 
since the TMM 
input TMM simulation are 
Table(2.1) TMM 









form of a, scatter of data 
t function 
functions as FEM model para-
on below. 
which 
would be a of for simulation. function is by a 
scatter of defined by or 
by a scatter of hundreds of data points< 
can user m of input 
simulation performed by SYSWELD. 
2.2 Development 
scripting 










2. S DESCRIPTION 12 
2.1: Functions of the user interface in SYSDATA 
TCL script is run via the TCL-i object is not necessary. means 
after a 
subroutines to 
is written it does not 
developed in C 
to pre-compiled 
languages. 
TCL a powerful graphical user interface which lS 
programs. It may run on a UNIX or DOS platform. 
lS rUD. lS a 
from the 
2.3 Interface 
The consists of seven which are descri 






ON TECHNIQUES applying 
regression routines. 
TECHNIQU curve fitting a scatter of points by applying 
spline interpolation routines. 
----------------------------------~ 
generation of an i for the 
simulation 












File management and 
File exists on two different (called also 
1. Fig.(2.2))' 











for the particular 
(2.3), 
" .eya" . 
the screen 
any 
an in put 
the 
(2.2)). 




eeLs a gIven , the property-su bfiJes 
all included in steel are IVO'UC;U into the 






















CHAPTER 2. SYSDATA DESCRJPTION 14 
, . 
2.3: The file ext.ension " IS ",,,,, .... ,,,'" for property-sub-files conductivity of austenite . 
1/ LOADS, 
1/ TABLE. 
Within user can enter input-deck 
The menu for the "M A option in SYSDATA is shown Fig.(2.4). 
Under this key the user can specify a property or a group of properties as well as a 
is applied. of 
can 1) Range(s} ... " button. This selection activate a smaller 
window user can an e.g., 1 2. user 
enter other options such as the number of integration points available in simulation. 
The user may scroll frorti one keyword to another the "Next" and "Preu" button. 
For once user selects t.he "Next" option on "MATERIAL PROPERTIES", he will 
proceed to l;he "CONSTRA INTS" optioll. 
The "CONSTRAINTS" opl;ion operates Fig.(2.5)) much like the "MA PROP-













Figure 2.4: Material properties 
Once 
assoc i a led 
user clicks the " 
what 
I. initia.te whole databasc, 
2. iuitiaic 
3. create or remove 
4. Jom during curve 
5. sketch curves on one 








user saves the input-deck. 



















with a particular 
16 
2.5: Constraints 
when structures of for some ,..,,,,.,.,..,,,.' 
can be for 
martensite. 
all The " option 
deck has as: "Load", "Save", "Copy", "Cut", 
" 
is no limit on of data points which user can enter (2.5)) to 
curves plotted by SYSDATA are shown in (2.5). 
with IS more 
appropriate way in which the property is identified. 
at the same 
input 




fraction .y, rate of 





is shown in 
of a 
of 



















2.7: Input decks for thermal 
applied to any and the selection of an 
of the experIence. 
options (Fig. (2.13)) allows an appropriate 
procedure with the scatter of data. 
method, e.g.) linear model IS 
but in applica.tions of the user is 









results of action of the linear 
Between 
TMM Problem solution [5]: 
effects, 
effects, i.e., 















Example of the input deck for the conductivity coefficient 
1 of Thermo-Metallurgical Effects 
generate input decks, for n-bead welding 
the complete is a loop with n and consists of following 
• THERMO-METALLURGICAL ANA LYS'IS , evolution of thermo- metallurgical 
characteristics the first bead deposition, 
III MECHANICAL ANALYSIS, i.e., evaluation of displacements, and for the 
first 
III ••• repeat this (n - 1) times the the two 
III L ANALYSIS for the bead deposition, 
III MECHANICAL ANALYSIS for 
of TMM user at first 
mesh available SYSWELD. When . the 
user may begin to produce the input the thermo-metallurgical analysis. It 
IS to of I.e., 
bead and the bead, hold free cooling 
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Figure 2.9: Sample data plot 
plotting of functions of material 
SYSDATA, 
After 
2.7.2 Thermo-Mechanical Analysis 




before the O'D,n'-"T'" 
relevant commands 











CJ-lAPTEn 2, SYSDATA DESCHIPTION 
2.10: The input deck for strain 
of 
(2. I 
properties are defined I phases: 
parent (ini phase, i.e., austenite, all 
Element by 0, 
Displaying "M ANJCAL PROPERTIES" 
as well as element of this 









are the same as in the 
the user can specify a 
apply. 










now to a maximum 
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CHAPTER 2. SYSDATA DESCRIPTION 
2.12: An example of CCT by the database 
2.8 Help 
is equipped with a hyper-text help system user in TMM. 
usmg options available the 
The of 
tit welding parameters, 
till properties, 
tit mechanical 
tit reg're~;SlCm routines, 











2.13: Menu of regression options 
l1li reset of file. 
system and role in TMM 
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TMM MODEL OF WELDING 
3.1 Introduction 
Welding is a very complex 
mechanical equilibrium, i.e., the UU.l(;L""_\C- of internal 
for phase 
the coupling of thermal and effects 
TMM problem formulation presented in 
involves 
..... ""HU .. thermal and 
a,leLU"',\;- of momentum and 
to account 
body. 
thesis follows [18], [19], [21] [22]. 
3.2 Mathematical Model the TMM 
3.2.1 Lagrangian of a Body Motion 
solid body is used a formulation the 
treatment. 
finite element is applied to 
configuration a finite number materia.l points stress states. 
carries a fixed spatial can 
function of X(X, t), 
The vector the material x its position in the space x (Xi,Xr, I) 











3. TA1M MODEL OF WELDING 
Constitutive variables, i.e.) stress measures in the formulation 
are; the irchhoff stress the ) which are AnArcrAr con-
The 
following 
where pO, are 
where and x 
where 
Hill definition. 
stress tensor S IS In terms of 
S 
and current densities, and the rlL>1"Ar,rn 
F 
ax' 




2 (uJ,J + 
IS 
The indices J, refer to configuration. 
3.2.2 the TMM 




stress is defined by: 
(3.3) 
(3.4 ) 
equilibrium equation for a solid is following equation: 
,K - pob, = 0 (3.5) 
a XE V, 
+ N,!{ (3.6) 
for a x on of a body av, i.e., E av, where IS body 
and T, is stress vector. 
local balance IS by two equations. The equation, valid 
for E 1 can as: 
+ divq S: - pn = 0, (3.7) 
density per unit mass, q is the for transferred, 
are n is a measure the of unit mass. 










3. TMM JVfODEL WELDING 
phase transformations the 
singular second equation of internal 
1 can be j 
balance can be 111 
+ 
U'--'''llJl\.. heat) and 
, respectively, is the mean curvature 
and Nr is double 
square a bracketed quantity on two of the 
3.3 Strain and Tangent Moduli 
Deformation structure occurs due 
to phase transformation by variations and stress, thermal and 
loadings, sources. A into 
r"HI'pre ble and permanent parts. of 
. strain tensor: total strain rate evaluation. 
The total rate L can divided into terms 
+ + (3.9) 
rate Lel , strain rate Lih , rate with 
rate rate Ltrip by 
plastic strain 
rate L can 
also be split into a spherical 
which are defined in terms of 
3.3.1 







- I (L" el + L" th + L' tr ) - 3' f{f{ I(I( f{f{, 
















CHA 3. TMM MODEL OF 30 
_ E}~iP) + ~ (3.1 
with the stress deviator S, < K. >, and modulus < f.L > by 
.14) 
(E) (v) are according to 
m rule law 
(E) = (v) = (Vi)Yi. 15) 
part of rate tr ith = thermal expansion of 
phases is defined in an . 
. l o(t) dil 1 = Yi iCXJK( v)lhudv + 
. 0 3 
16) 
with the diagonal tensor ;a1j{(O) ror,ro"o,... the expansIon 
z . 
transformation the by change 
of phase 




the te density is taken at 
3.3.2 Strain Decomposition 
Plasticity 
The , is evaluated using Huber-von Mises yield condition the 
yield with U'-""HU.Vn" hardening IS 
f(SIJ) = 4>(LI<L) K.(WPI, Yi), (3.19) 
where effecti ve stress will be plastic 











3. TMM MODEL OF WELDING 31 
with hardening function K. 
Assuming f(SIJ) to be the potential function for to normal 
to yield f(SIJ) = 0, the following flow law can 
. 
= AIJ = A (3.21 ) 
can be expressed in the incremental 
(3.22) 
A is the plastic function related 
it is, at 
multiplier. The 
strain rate, temperature, and phase 
as an undetermined proportionality factor or 
following conditions for 
t:.Ef~ = 0 when { 
Algorithm for determining 
f(Su) <0 } 
< 0 and f(SlJ) = 0 
strain rate multiplier, A 
The yield criterion for ass;es~;mc~nt of flow is by 
where two hardening 
Hen respectively. 
the equivalent 
can be symbolically 
The 
rather than the 
determined' 
f (S, II {fI<a = 0 
as 
and kinematic, are represented by 
are related to the equivalent plastic 
I 
(~t:.E:t:.E)2,andthe e. 
I< ex (BPi, j;eq , e) , 
Hex Ha (BP1,j;e\e). 
E=S-Z 
stress S appears in 
expreSSIOn 
zn+l = zn + 
yield 
The ed],ct()r-(:orrec:tor method is used to determine 


















3. MODEL 0];' 
of the 
predicted ones: 
current increment IS purely 
hence A O. These values are 
starting 
as the 
where part of increment is 
is given by 
without UHVAUF, for thermal and 
fourth tensor is 
is defined by 
A 1 
=I--lr:Al 3 ICY , 
operator a 






Plastic flow for an flow rule (J2 ) is in the of the applied stress 
which may determined a . The direction normal to 
yield is given by: 
A ve stress "UJ',",Ul""V can be "~L.'UU"v~ from and 
of strain rates written as 
E= - 2 (p) 
Su this into the to 
f (A) - E* - 2 An - 2 (p) If , - -Ii < 0 3 a , 
inequality tion is when the increment of is purely 
corrector equality is the case strain 





1 + 2 (p) 















3. TMM MODEL OF 
(ii) the 
-1 
- f (A) (3.34) 





functions: ()'Ha) Ka for the 
r(A) <TOL, and 
S
(k+1) _ Z(k+1) fi}[ 
n+l - n+l V 3" ~Qn, 
A, 
this condition is 
(3.36) 
when crl.':~mjent IS or Sn+1 = S* when the strain ,-,,,,",,uv is elastic. The full 
stress tensor is by adding up the deyiatoric and of stress, i.e. 
where T'" is the stress 
Consistent 




Tn+l = Sn+1 + 3tT I, 
for elastic reaction of an alloy. 
.U'-'U.ULH is used in forming the 
convergence of the global 
(3.37) 
stiffness 
uV>J,- "'\'''''I-''''OV'1< solution 
at the particular time step (n + 1) is ,","-"UL'-,U by 
aT 
aL = (It) 1 
n+l 
aZI 1+ aL 
n+l If aKa I' - - ® n - 2(p) ---3 aL n+1 (3.38) 
that is derived from the residual 
I(J} = ~(L, T) 
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derivative 







2 < p, > --:::-=--
where 
Following [8], the 
1 = 21 < p, > 
can be defined by 
aA 1 < P, > n-
I<P,>+ 
Using Eqs.(3.40), (3:41), 
modulus can as 































phase transformations UC;'L,,,,,,,,,,,,,, <Ul .... "J'VH of 
occurs direction the applied The constitutive 


















is rigid-ideal plastic, the 
rate can expressed the form: 
the transformation portion 
Plasticity 
"'UIC;U~ is the only contribution of 
strain. It is expressed by 





plastic rate to 
to 
(3.49) 
is based on 
approximation of the 
internal .on,oro·u 







shown [8], the global 
material can expressed 
equations 
following 





















3. TMM MODEL OF 
to the Specific 
of the stiffness matrix are as follows: 







to the term R' of I. 
Iy applied nodal 
heat fluxes. 
, [5], [13], [16]' [17) 
c transformations are 
and Pearlitic 
IS or 
i assumes one of two 
transformation 
into mechanical one, 
into thermal one, 
sum of t Kk t Kk o , 0 
stresses, 
equations for 
tA4 (1 tyr) (1 - Aiyr) 




functions, and the 
(3.52) 
(3.53) 
All A 3 , constants. This implies that 
is not related to rate nor to displacement u. Therefore the rate of 
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3. 
be written in 
t • 
~K!lu - r 86 , 
~K!le - r 
, (3.52), (3.53) 
rate by backward 
following form: 
and approximating 
the system of 
'Hn." .... '" matrices of the first row are defined by 
- r 





Method of solution to Finite Element Equation 
UU'"lVl"" is solved by N ewton-Raphson 
== [R] - [.1'] (3.58) 
[~K" ~K!lu ~Kye ] , [K] == ~Kti!l ~Kuu t t . 
~Keu ~:Keo OKoy 
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.S can as the function [U] 
j[U] [K] (3.63) 
provides the approximation [U]i+! of the ro~t of equation 
f = 0, (3.64 ) 
from approxlm the equation 
(3. 
[K}[U] by and in the that 
(3.66) 
The the relation leads to form 
~ [R] (3.67) 
the method can matrix [UJi+1 to 
the [U]" when [Uj,+l fUJi to zero that the vector of nodal 












TIG WELDING PROCESS 
4.1 Introduction 
When selecting a joining process, a basic knowledge of the various processes and their relation-
ships 1,0 variables such as joint design, base metal properties, equipment. cost, alld the type of 
operating process (manual or automatic) IS required. For increased economy, many manufac-
turing industries are using automatic welding procedures with robotics, mechanical indexing, 
a.nd positioning systems [21]. The success of any automated welding depends on the weldability 
of welded materials and utilised equipment. 
Welding processes that use an electric arc are the mostly used in manufacturing industries. 
The arc may be established between an electrode and the base plate, as in shielded metal arc 
welding (SMAW) and gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW). The arc may also occur within the 
welding heat source, as in plasma arc welding (PAW). Furthermore, an inert gas, granulated 
flux, or gaseous slag products of a consumable electrode is used to protect the arc and molten 
metal against hydrogen penetration and oxidation. 
The gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW), which is also known as the tungsten inert gas (TIG) 
welding process, is considered in this study because of the following features of weldment: 
l. no slag inclusions eliminates post weld cleaning, 
2. no weld spatter, 
3. the arc and weld pool are visible during welding which enables collection of data for 
numerical simulation, 












5. it has the ability to join materials with refractory 
4.2 
a 
well as reactive metals, which 
brittled if to air in 
TIG welding 
Gas ( 




















(usually inert or a mixture 
air can contamination of a 
arc and weld are visible is not 
across are, weld lS 
of fusion base thout the addi I;ion of filler metal. 
a filler may be used 











carbon steels, heat 
zirconium alloys. TIG welding is 
"'v<"u..,·~ of the . 
obtained. 
the 




torch. Fig.( 4.1a) 
electrical circuit. 
the flow of 
by the 
are left 
~vC'LkFi,v of current 
a positive 
established ror a particular 
or 
on automatic welding 
of filler . Metals that 
alloys, alloys, nickel 
applicable to a range of 
by an inert 






















4. WELDING PROCESS 
Figure 4.1: TIG ""1U"j,,,,- torch. of 
cooling water and , (b) circuit 
to the pole arc. electrons flow 
pole. 
voltage 
















~THERMAL AND MECHANICAL , 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
5.1 of the 
welding arc for the TIG process is U1"-',",\..,1\..,'" as a heat flux by 
/.I 
(5.1 ) 
where /.I is surface of a weld pool, Q is input in terms of the welding current, 
voltage and for the nrr\("','"'''' and is by 
Q = "'IIV 
where "'I the process I and V welding current the voltage 
welding processes can be seen table below. 
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~clding direction 
(a) (IJ) 
Figure 5.1: (a) Discretizcd mesh to show translation of the arc in the V-direction, (b) Shape of the 
arc used for the simulation 
The exponential runction that follows the law of decay is used to model heat flux 
(5 ':3) 
wiLh P being the volumetric heat source that determines the magnitude and sbape of the arc 




where rm is a distribution radius (mm), 6 and c are variables of the process (mm). The volu-
metric heat source P is measured in ItVjmm3 . 
The translation of arc r is given by 
r= 
3( j( x - xop + (y - YoP + (z - zo)2 - rm) 
rm262c2 
(5.5 ) 
where y is given by 
Y = Vc . l (5.6) 
where Vc represents a speed of a weld travel and l is time. 
Fig.(5.1) shovvs a fiuite eJement mesh of welded joint and the projection of an eJectric arc 





















































re 5.2: Discretized welded with clam 
a simple 
IS can by simply tack 
of plate si 




ped various benchmark considered Jfl this paper can have one, two or 
constrained, i.c. (U X = O,U X = UY + O,U X = UY = U Z = 0). 
t boundary itions into or out of the body are in Jfl 2 












6.1 Benchmark Problem for Welding 
The benchmark probl ern fo r 'fIG we lding is forrnulated for steel plates of vary ing thickness. 
The dim ensions or the plates a re 100mm x 100rnrn x Srnrn or 13rnrn or 20rnrn. Two m ate ri a ls 
are used in these s imulation s, and they are sirnply called Material 1 and 2. The chem ical com -
positions or th ese materials can be seen in Table (6.1). The material prope rti es such as density, 
conductivity, Young' s nlOdulu s, Poisson's ratio, yield sUess, etc., arc given ·111 APPENDIX 
A. The metallurgical d ata a re given in the following table: 
Table (6.1) Chpmical com position of two matprials. 
Chemical composition Material 1 Material 2 
C 0. lS0 0.12 - 0.21 
lVin 1.390 0.45 - 0.70 
Si 0 .370 0.20 - 0.35 
S 0.011 0.35 
P 0 .022 --
Al 0.052 --
Mo - - 0 .50 - 0.65 
B - - 0 .001 - 0.005 
For ease of calcu lat ion , it was ass um ed that the base [Jlates and bead arc of th e same 
m a teri a l. The diarn e ter of the consumabl e e lec trodes (either Material 1 or 2) is 2.5mm. The 
study encompasses e JTects that welding current, weld travel speed , and pre-heati ng temperature 
have on th e shape a nd size of the res ulting HAZ region as well as th e res idual st ress and 
deformation caused by the TIG welding process. The sides of the plates were firml y clam ped 











CHAPTEn 6. SIMULATION ASSUMPTIONS 47 
--- --- - - -------- ------ _._---------
------ - . . _-- ---
rigure 6.1: Discret ized meshes used for the welding benchmark problem 
011 LII(, top surface of" plates a nd <:1 bead. The a rc: lTloves along !.lIe heau. Sillu' Lhe fOrJllilig 
\'('lnpcral.l"·c' or Lite Iwad is so Iligh, it is aSSlllTlc<i I.llaL tile illil.i al plldSC" of" III(' Iw{)(1 is (lusl.c'llil('. 
During coo lillg this pllasc transforms to other metallurgiutl phasc~s s lich as ferrite, pcclfliLc . 
baillitc, and martcnsite. The finite element meshes for the three con figuration s are shown ill 
Fig.(6.1). 
In all three cases eight-nodded brick e leme nts are used to discretize the base plates. A 
cornoination of 8 and G nodded three-dimensional elements is used to discretize the bead. 'T'he 
meshes are regular, with t.he highest e lement densities along the weld line, and decreasing 
uniforml y avvay from the weld line in the x-di rection. The length of elements in a direction of 
arc trans lation is constant. 
6.2 Computation Assunlptions 
The assess ment. of glooal deformatioll and the evaluation of sl. resses ill I.he IOligilllciillal wc>lclilig 
direcLi o ll is the main purpose of welding simulations. Cornputatiolls arc carrif~d ouL ill four 
success ive steps: 
1. non-linear thermo-metallurgical comp utation, 
2. mechanical computation of the steady state, 
3. transient therrno- rnetallurgical comp utation of cooling of a welded structure, 
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Figure 7.2: Bainitic solid phase proportions in percentages due to different welding speeds: (a) 
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Figure 7.3: MartensiLir. solid pliflse proportions In pr.rcent.a,p;es due to different welding speeds: 
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RHTIVI ' R No. 1 RITI'IVICR No.2 
Figure 8.1: SchernaLic presentation of olle set of transducers found In the surface probe head or Lhe 
DCBRO-30 
measurement of unidirectional stresses, the multi-transducer ultrasonic probe head transmits 
and receives subsurface longitudinal and transversal waves. The transducers found in the probe 
head arranged in one line parallel to the stress direction. The probe head is equipped with four 
sets of transducers consisting of one transmitter and two receivers. The time of flight of an 
ultrasonic pulse is measured as a difference of travel time between a transmitter and -furthest 
receiver and -nearest receiver. Two sets of transducers transmit and receive longitudinal wave 
pulses and the other two, transmit and receive transversal wave pulses. The value of st.ress 
is computed frorrl precise measurement of eight times of flight. fig.(8.1) shows a schematic 
presclltatioll of one set of transducers found in the subsurface probe head. The surface of the 
object under test should be fiat, smooth and clean. Before positioning of the probe head on the 
object, its surface should be covered with a coupling liquid to ensure proper acoustic coupling. 
The probe head is equipped with magnets, which ensure constant coupling on the Rat horizontal 
or vertical surfaces. The arrangement of twelve transducers in the probe head minimizes the 
influence of surface roughness of the object under test on measurement results. 
8.3 Calibration of the DEBRO-30 
The material that is used in the welding experiments is known as VRN T690, or in industrial 
terITls , ROQ TU F '1'G90. The reference times of flight of ultrasonic wave pulses (both longitud-
ina.1 and transversal) as "veil as the materials' acousto-elastic constant has to be measured and 
calculated before actual stress measurements can occur. These constants are then stored in the 
device memory for further measurements. The following procedures were followed to capture 
these res uJ ts: 
• The material was surface ground to ensure a smooth and flat measuring surface. 
• A t ensile specimen (as shown in fig.(8.2)) was then machined on a milling machin e. 
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for stress relieving, annealing was done in a WERNER oven of type SPE. The range o[ 
temperatures of the oven is [rom room temperature to 1300°C. The final annealing temperature 
[or VRN '1'690 is 600-620°C. The following procedure was used: 
Table (S.l) The Temperature (0 C) verses Time durillg IlcatiIlg. 
Temperature (0 C) Time 
-
28 - 120 (heat.ing) 20 rn i n utes 
120 (hold time) 1 hour 
120 - 240 (heati ng) 20 minutes 
240 (hold lime) 1 hour 
J. 1"or heating: 240 - 360 (heating) 20 minutes 
360 (hold time) 1 hour 
360 - 4S0 (heat i ng) 20 minutes 
480 (bold time). 1 hour 
480 - 610 (heating) 20 minutes 
610 (hold time) 1 hOll r 
Table (8.2) The Temperature (0 C) verses Time during cooling. 
Temperature (0 C) Time 
610 - 480 (cooliIlg) 2 hours 30 minutes 
1\80 (hold time) 1 hOllr 
480 - 360 (cooling) 2 hours 30 minutes 
2. for cooling: 
360 (hold time) 1 hour 
360 - 280 (cooli n.g) 2 hours 30 min.utes 
280 (bold time) 1 hour 
280 - 150 (cooling) 2 hours 30 minutes 
150 (hold time) 1 hour 
Room Temperature (cooling) 3 hours 
• Twenty measurements where then performed at different local.iolls OIl the plate surrace 1.0 
gel the average times of Hight of the longitudinal and transversal waves. The averaged vttlll('s 
where tllCn sto!"(~ d ill tllf' device rnernory. These values are: 
1. Longitudinal Wave Speed = 30561 [IS 
2. Transversal Wave Speed = 30244ns 
• The time o[ Aight of the longitudinal wave of the unstressed tensile test specimen was 
measured. Tenslle loads are then applied to the material to obtain the time of flight of lon-
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Figure 8.2: Tensile test specimen used in calibration of DEBRO-30 
calculated by the following equation: 
(8.1 ) 
where, TO,L is the time of flight of longitudinal wave in the unstressed material, Tt,L is the time 
of flight of longitudinal wave corresponding to applied stress, 0'1 is the applied stress. The value 
of the acousto- elastic constant for ROQ-TUF T690 is -130 x 10-5 M Pa-t. This constant is 
now also stored in D EBRO-30 memory . 
• Ultrasonic stress measurement can be carried out on the ROQ TUF T690 plates. 
8.4 Experimental Procedures 
The plate were cut with a plasma cutter to produce a 60° groove welding. The plates are then 
surface ground to obtain smooth and Bat surfaces for stress measurements. The procedure for 
annealing as described above is also applied to the plates. Stress measurements using DEBRO-
30 was applied to the unstressed material and the average stress value was measured to be 
between 1 and -1 MFa. this shows that the material is now stress free. The TIG welding pro-
cess is applied to join the plates. A carbon steel wire rod of 3mm was used as filler metal. The 
current setting on the welding machine was between 100 and 120 Amps with a Voltage of ±13.5 
Volts. The sample was manufactured by a coded welder from ARCRITE Engineering PTY. Ltd . 
After welding, DEBRO-30 was again used to perform stress measurements. The average 
stress values found in the material after welding is between 650 and 690 MPa, which is in 
good comparison with the simulated welding results, where the average stress values for the 












9.1 SYSDATA development 
The simulation of welding using SYSDATA requires material parameters in the form of func-
tions. The welding of two plates requires a total of sixty-three functions. Every simple welding 
joint which consists of two plates and the bead requires data for two or three materials. The 
data required for the thermo-mechano-metallurgical simulations are listed in Table (9.1). 
Thus the acquisition of the material data into the data input deck for SYSWELD is com-
plex. The:! material database, SYSDATA has been developed in order to: 
• automate the acquisition of material properties, 
• keep a database of material properties entered for future work, 
• generate the input deck for thermal, mechanical and metallurgical computations. 
This improves the simulation of welding by using SYSWELD. Twenty-six carbon alloy steels 
for high temperature service are collected in SYSDATA. These steels are used in the automotive, 
chemical and refinery industry. Material properties necessary for the simulation of welding have 
been categorised, for each of the twenty-six steels (see Appendix A.1). Experimental steels 
should be conducted on some steels to validate the accuracy of the material properties. When 
formulating welding simulations, users can select any material property and generate input 
decks for thermal, metallurgical and mechanical computations. Options to extend the database 
by entering new material or upgrading the existing data are available. 
An overview of how the database operates and some results obtained from SYSWELD, 
supporLe-d by SYSDATA have been presented . The development of the database was done using 
TCL (Tool Command Language). Various models of SYSDATA were developed and tested 
separately, which makes modification and extension of the database simple. The extension of 





















































A.1 Material Properties 
Standard Units in SYSDATA 
This appendix lists all default materials and their units in SYSDATA. Three tables are shown 





Specific Heat JjkgK 
Mechanical properties 
Property Units 
Thermal Expansion K- 1 
Young's Modulus lVIPa 
Yield strength MPa 
Yield hardening MPa 
Metallurgical properties 
Property Units 













serVIce are in SYSDATA. steels are 
used in were [24], [25]. steels are 
using French Standards, IS a product. Other types of are 
in SYSDATA. 
Steel '$ Symbol Standard Number 






.6 DIN 17175 
7 15D3 N A36-206 
8 F A35-558 
NF 
9 higher lOCD9.10 N F A36-206 
15NiCuMoNb5 Werkstoffblatt 
(W B36) Werkstoffblatt 414B 












Steel '8 Symbol 
XC18 
normalised or 
Wrought In N F A35-551 
normalised and or 
16 Carbon XC38 N F A35-551 
rotating rotors N 
shafts N F A35-557 
17 the form 
20 Molybdenum-Chromium higher SEU/550-57 
21 N F A35-551 















A.2 Thermo-metallurgicall Input File 
SEARCH DATA 60 
MODE BATCH 
DEFINITION 
Simulation of Tig Welding Process 




e 651 to 730 / KX=KY=KZ=-l, C=-2, RHO~7.8*-6 material 1 
; two plates 
e 731 to 2230 / KX=KY=KZ=-l, C=-2, RHO=7.8*-6 material 1 
CONSTANTS 
; CONVECTION FROM THE TOP SURFACE 
E 1 to 50201 to 350 501 to 650 / KT 1.*-3 
LOADS 
1 120 AMPS 8mm plate 
; ROOM TEMPERATURE 
E 1 to 50 201 to 350 501 to 650 / TT 22 
; RADIATION BOUNDARY CONDITION 
E 1 to 50 201 to 350 501 to 650 / QR 300 VARI -4 
; CONTACT THERMAL CONDUCTANCE 
E 51 to 200 351 to 500 / QR 100 VARI -5 
; HEAT FLUX AS A BOUNDARY CONDITION 
E 651 to 730 / QR 1 VARI -6 
TABLES 
1 /1 0 0.0527 200 0.0508 400 0.0434 600 0.0353 601 
0.0353 730 0.0315 800 0.0295 801 0.0295 1000 0.0290 
1470 0.033 1520 0.033 2400 0.3 
2 /1 0 456.4 200 485.1 400 516.28 600 579.48 
601 658.7 730 691.4 800 720.0 801 669.871800 
1000 669.871800 1470 600.348600 1520 600.384600 2400 600.384600 




















































c * * * px=r * * * 
px=p3+p4 
c * * * p3=r"2 * * * 
p3=sqrt(px) 
C * * * p4=distribution * * * 
c * * * px=distribution radius squared * * * 
px=p4**2 
px time *** 
function * * * 
p3=exp(px) 






















n / TT 







* * * 
1 













terial 1 and 
mechanical properties for Ma-
A.3.1 Material 1 
Metallurgical properties 1 
Four metallurgical pH"""""" are ,-,",,,un"'J"",", 


















TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE Young's 
(0 C) Modulus (MPa) (0 C) Modulus (MPa) 
i 20 207000 900 39000 
200 200000 1000 25000 
300 192000 1100 16500 
1
400 180000 l200 10500 
500 163000 
600 132000 1400 2000 
650 105000 1450 1500 
700 82000 1550 500 
800 53000 
for initial material, bainite and 














Thermal strain for Austenite 
TEMPERATURE (0 C) Thermal TEMPERATURE (' C) Thermal 
( ) (10-5 ) 
0 -630 700 680 
50 750 788 
100 -480 800 890 
150 850 
200 -300 900 1099.34 
250 -210 950 1221.54 I 
~ -1 11000 
. 1344.04 I 
1050 .94 
400 72 1100 
450 172 ! 1150 1 1.24 
500 272 I 1200 1833.4 
1250 1950 
600 472 1450 2416 
650 578 




















TEMPERATURE YIELD STRESS 
(0 C) (MPa) 
20 445 800 




600 250 1300 
700 118 
TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE YIELD 




400 1100 33 
500 1200 21 
· 600 1300 12.5 
700 210 
Austenite 
TEMPERATURE YIELD STRESS TEMPERATURE YIELD STRESS 
(0 C) ( l) (0 C) (MPa) 
.200 220 1000 45 
i 300 200 1100 33 
400 180 1200 21 
500 147.5 1300 12.5 
.600 120 1400 4 
700 98 1450 1.5 












Strain Hardening for a-phases of the initial material, bainite and martensite 
() = 20(° C) () = 200(° C) 
cp H(cp) cp H(cp) 
0 0 0 0 
0.01 5 0.01 2 
0.02 20 0.02 49 
0.03 71 0.03 91 
0.04 99 0.04 121 
0.05 127 0.05 153 
0.07 177 0 . .07 195 
0.1 228 0.1 239 
0.15 281 0.15 287 
1 62.5 1 1103 
() = 500(° C) () = 600(° C) .. () = 700(° C) ! 
cp H(cp) cp H(cp) cp H(cp) 
a a a 0 0 a 
0.01 33 0.01 12 0.01 6 
0.02 85 0.02 26 0.02 13 
0.03 107 0.03 38 0.03 19 
.0.04 125 0.04 48 0.04 24 
0.05 140 0.05 56 0.05 28 
0.07 161 0.07 70 0.07 35 
0.1 183 . 0.1 82 0.1 41 
0.15 195 0.15 86 0.15 43 
1 399 1 166 1 83 
Strain Hardening for i-phases of austenite 
() = 200(° C) 
; 
() = 500(° C) () = 600(° C) 
cp H(cp) cp H(c:p) C:p H(c: p ) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.05 145 0.05 145 0.05 140 










() 700(° C) . () = 800(° C) () 900(° :) 
Ep H(Ep) Ep H(Ep) Ep H(Ep) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.05 120 0.05 95 0.05 55 
1 2400 1 1900 1 110 
() :=:: 1000(° C) . () 1100(° C) () :=:: 1250(° C) 
Ep H(Ep) Ep H(Ep) Ep H(Ep) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.05 20 0.05 5 0.05 2.5 
1 400 1 100 1 50 
A.3.3 Material 2 
:=:: 7.86E-6 
TEMPERATURE (0 C) 0 
CONDUCTIVITY *10-2 (W /mK) 5.27 
TEMPERATURE (0 C) 800 
i CONDUCTIVITY *10-2 (W /mK) 2.95 
Metallurgical nrn","'r of Material 2 























TEMPERATURE (0 C) 0' 100 200 300 400 500 600 
THERMAL EXPANSION (W /mK) 11.7 12.5 13.0 13.6 14.1 14.5 14.9 
TEMPERATURE (0 C) 700 800 900 1000 1200 1450 
i THERMAL EXPANSION (W /mK) 15.06 12.76 13.14 13.5 14.21 15.18 
A.3.4 Mechanical properties for Material 2 
TEMPERATURE (0 C) 0 100 200 300 400 500 
POISSON'S RATIO 0.283 0.287 0.29 0.294 0.298 0.305 
TEMPERATURE (0 C) 600 700 800 950 1100 1450 
POISSON'S RATIO 0.314 0.324 0.334 0.349 0.48 0.48 
TEMPERATURE (0 C) 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 
YOUNG'S MODULUS (N/mm2) 213 207 199 192 184 175 164 
TEMPERATURE (0 C) 700 800 900 1000 1200 1450 













STRESS 0(° C) 
457 
2.49 
176 176 180 






























# NAME : SYSDATA 
# PURPOSE : MATERIAL DATABASE FOR THE SIMULATION OF WELDING 
# AUTHOR : ARTHUR PHASWANA 
# ----------------------------------------------------------
# MODULE DRIVING MENU 
# MODULE INITIALISATION OF DATABASE 
source tinit.x 
source tarrays.x 
# MODULE : FILE MANAGEMENT AND LOW-LEVEL PROCEDURES 
source stdpf.x 
source data.x 
# MODULE : THERMAL INPUT DECKS 
source stdipf.x 
source stdtpf.x 
# MODULE : MECHANICAL INPUT DECKS 
source stdmpf.x 
source stdishp.x 









source max like.x 
source mtransform.x 
set grid ... . 
set line .. .. 
frame .rnbar -relief raised -bd 2 
frame .dummy -width 25c -height 15c -bg white 






























menubutton .robar.file -text File -underline 0 \ 
-menu .robar.file.menu 
menubutton .robar.edit -text Edit -underline 0 \ 
-menu .robar.edit.menu 
menubutton .robar.material data -text 
-menu .robar.material data.menu 
Data -underline 0 \ 
menubutton .robar.graphics -text Graphics -underline 0 \ 
-menu .robar.graphics.menu 
menubutton .robar.gen -text Generate -underline 2 \ 
-menu .robar.gen.menu 
menubutton .robar.data -text 
-menu .robar.data.menu 




ion -underline 1 \ 
-underline 1 \ 
o \ 
.robar.file .robar.edit .robar . .robar.data .robar.data2 .robar.gen 
• robar. \ 
-side left 
-side 
set m2 [menu .robar.gen.menu -tearoff 0] 
add command -label "Thermal It -underline 0 \ 
50 
add command -label ,"Mechanical 








title4 opt titleS opt2 
Loading pltype plval plnran pr_phase" 












" -underline 0 \ 
.robar.data.menu add cascade -label "Non-Polynomial Models" -underline 0 \ 
-menu .robar.data.menu.nmodel 
.robar.data.menu add 













1# .mbar.data.menu add 
1# .mbar.data.menu add cascade -label "Cubic 
# -menu .mbar.data.menu . 
. mbar.data.menu add 
" -underline 1 \ 
.mbar.data.menu add command -label "Leblond Function " -underline 1 
menu .mbar.data2.menu 
.mbar.data2.menu add cascade -label "Cubic 
-menu .mbar.data2.menu . 
. mbar.data2.menu add 
II -underline 1 \ 
menu .mbar.data.menu. 
.mbar.data.menu. cascade -label "Linear "\ 
-menu .mbar.data.menu . 1 
. mbar.data.menu. add 
.mbar.data.menu.pmodel add cascade -label "Quadratic \ 
-menu .mbar.data.menu.pmodel.types2 
.mbar.data.menu.pmodel add separator 
.mbar.data.menu.pmodel add cascade -label "Cubic regression "\ 
-menu .mbar.data.menu.pmodel.types3 
.mbar.data.menu. add 
. mbar . data. menu. ""mv'"', ....... add cascade -label "Order-4 "\ 
-menu .mbar.data.menu . 
. mbar.data.menu. add cascade -label "Order-5 "\ 
-menu .mbar.data.menu • 
. mbar.data.menu. add cascade -label "Order-6 "\ 
-menu .mbar.data.menu.pmodel.types6 
.mbar.data.menu.pmodel add cascade -label "\ 
-menu .mbar.data.menu.pmodel.types7 
.mbar.data.menu.pmodel add cascade -label "Order-8 Polynomial "\ 
-menu .mbar.data.menu. .types8 
menu .mbar.data.menu.response 
.mbar.data.menu.response add cascade "Linear "\ 
-menu .mbar.data.menu.response . 
. mbar.data.menu.response add 
.mbar.data.menu.response add cascade -label 
-menu .mbar.data.menu.response . 
. mbar.data.menu.response add 
.mbar.data.menu.response add cascade -label "Cubic "\ 
-menu .mbar.data.menu.response . 
. mbar.data.menu.response add 
.mbar.data.menu.response add cascade -label "Order-4 "\ 
-menu .mbar.data.menu.response. 4 
.mbar.data.menu.response add cascade -label "Order-5 "\ 
-menu .mbar.data.menu.response.types5 
.mbar.data.menu.response add cascade -label "Order-6 Polynomial .,\ 
-menu .mbar.data.menu.response.types6 
.mbar.data.menu.response add cascade -label "Order-1 "\ 
-menu .mbar.data.menu.response.types7 
.mbar.data.menu.response add cascade -label "Order-a "\ 

















-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+t" -command {thermal "thermal 
Iftl 
"choose a " e?"} 
. mbar.data.menu.response. I add command -label "Mechanical 
\ 









command -label "Thermal 





" " } 
add command -label "Mechanical 












-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+t" -command {thermal "thermal properties" 
"t3"\ 
"choose a property" " ... corresponding HI 
.mbar.data.menu.response. 3 add command -label "Mechanical , 









"choose a property" ..... corresponding phase?"} 
.mbar.data.menu.response.types3 add command -label "Metallurgical Properties" 
menu .mbar.data.menu.response.types4 
.mbar.data.menu.response. add command -label "Thermal Properties , 






add command -label "Mechanical 
-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+mlt -command {mechanical "mechanical 
properties" "t4'" 
"choose a property" ..... corresponding phase?"} 
.mbar.data.menu.response.types4 add command -label "Metallurgical 
menu .mba.r .data.menu. response. types5 






"Ctrl+t" -command {thermal "thermal 
..... corresponding fI} 



























add command -label "Thermal 
\ 
\ 




add command -label "Mechanical 







.mbar.data.menu.response. -label "Thermal 
\ 





II II ) 
add command -label "Mechanical 









add command -label "Thermal 
\ 






a add command -label "Mechanical 
-underline a -accelerator "Ctrl+m" -command {mechanical "mechanical 
.. "ta"\ 
"choose a property" " ") 
.mbar.data.menu.response. add command -label "Metallurgical 
menu .mbar.data.menu. 1 
. mbar . da ta . menu. add command -label "Thermal 
-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+t" -command {thermal "thermal 
"choose a property" "... ") 
.mbar.data.menu.pmodel.types1 add command -label "Mechanical 
-underline a -accelerator "Ctrl+m" -command "mechanical 
It 1\ 
"choose a 
.mbar.data.menu.~ ... ~y,e~ 
menu .mbar.data.menu'~lll~ye~ 






























"choose a" HJ 
. mbar. da ta. menu. add command -label "Mechanical .. \ 
-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+m" -command {mechanical "mechanical 
properties" 2\ 
"choose a If 
.mbar.data.menu. 
menu .mbar.data.menu.~1U~u,c~ 3 
.mbar.data.menu. .types3 add command -label "Thermal 
-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+t" -command {thermal "thermal 
"choose a  "I 
.mbar.data.menu.pmodel. add command -label "Mechanical 
-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+m" -command "mechanical 
properties" 3\ 
"choose a property" " .•. corresponding phase?"} 
.mbar.data.menu.pmodel.types3 add command -label "Metallurgical 
menu .mbar.data.menu.~""uu,c~ 4 
.mbar.data.menu. add command -label "Thermal 
-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+t" -command {thermal "thermal 
"choose a  It} 
.mbar.data.menu.pmodel.types4 add command -label "Mechanical Properties 
-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+m" -command {mechanical "mechanical 
" 4\ 
"choose a property" ..... corresponding phase?"} 
.mbar.data.menu.pmodel.types4 add command -label "Metallurgical 
menu .mbar.data.menu.pmodel.typesS 
" 







.mbar.data.menu.pmodel.types5 add command -label "Thermal Properties " \ 
-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+t" -command {thermal "thermal properties" 5\ 
"choose a " ... corresponding phase?"} 
.mbar.data.menu. 5 add command -label "Mechanical " \ 






menu. .data.menu.pmodel. 6 
.mbar.data.menu. add command -label "Thermal Properties 
-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+t" -command {thermal "thermal 
"choose a ~roperty" " ... corresponding phase?"} 
.mbar.data.menu. 6 add command -label "Mechanical Properties 








add command -label "Thermal 
-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+t" -command {thermal "thermal 
"choose a property" "... HI 
.mbar.data.menu.pmodel.types7 add command -label "Mechanical 
-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+m" -command "mechanical 
properties" 
"choose a property" ..... corresponding phase'?"} 
.mbar.data.menu. add command -label 
menu .mbar.data.menu.~",~ye~ 
.mbar .data .menu. command -label "Thermal 
-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+t" -command {thermal 






















.mbar.data.menu.~U'~U~k 8 add command -label "Mechanical 






.mbar.data.menu.nmodel add cascade -label 
-menu .mbar.data.menu.nmodel.modes 
. regression" \ 
.mbar.data.menu.nmodel add 
.mbar.data.menu.nmodel add command -label "Rec. 
it .mbar.data.menu.nmodel add 
# .mbar.data.menu.nmodel add command -label "E-R 
# .mbar.data.menu.nmodel add s 
it .mbar.data.menu.nmodel add command -label "NL 
menu .mbar.data.menu.nmodel.modes 
.mbar.data.menu.nmodel.modes add cascade 
-menu .mbar.data.menu.nmodel.modes. 
.mbar.data.menu.nmodel.modes add cascade 
-menu .mbar.data.menu.nmodel.modes. 
.mbar.data.menu.nmodel.modes add cascade 
-menu .mbar.data.menu.nmodel.modes. 
















.mbar.data.menu.nmodel.modes. add command -label "Thermal .. \ 
-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+t" -command {thermal "thermal 
el\ 




.mbar.data;menu.nmodel.modes.typesl add command -label "Mechanical Properties 
" \ 
-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+m" -command {mechanical "mechanical 
" el\ 




1 add command -label 
menu .mbar.data.menu.nmodel.modes. 
.mbar.data.menu.nmodel.modes. add command -label "Thermal 
" \ 
-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+t" -command {thermal "thermal 
e2\ 
"choose a" "} 
.mbar.data.menu.nmodel.modes.types2 add command -label "Mechanical .. \ 
-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+m" -command "mechanical 
Of e2\ 
"choose a" phase?"} 

















-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+t" -command (thermal "thermal 
"choose a property" n ••• 
.mbar.data.menu.nmodel.modes.types3 
") 
add command -label "Mechanical .. \ . 
-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+m" -command (mechanical "mechanical 




3 add command -label "Metallurgical 
menu .mbar.data.menu.nmodel.modes.types4 
.mbar.data.menu.nmodel.modes.types4 add command -label "Thermal 
" \ 
II 
-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+t" -command (thermal "thermal properties" 
e4\ 
"choose a property" ..... ") 
.mbar.data.menu.nmodel.modes.types4 add command -label "Mechanical Properties .. \ 
-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+m" -command (mechanical "mechanical 
properties" e4\ 
"choose a property" ..... corresponding tI) 
.mbar.data.menu.nmodel.modes.types4 add command -label 
Properties" 
menu .mbar.data2.menu . 
. mbar . da ta2 . menu. "periodic "\ 
-menu .mbar.data2.menu.spline.typel 
.mbar.data2.menu. add separator 
.mbar.data2.menu. add cascade -label \ 
-menu .mbar.data2.menu. 
menu .mbar.data2.menu. 
.mbar.data2.menu. add command -label "Thermal 
-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+t" -command (thermal "thermal 
"choose a" phase?") 
.mbar.data2.menu. add comma.nd -label "Mechanical 




menu .mbar.data2.menu . 
. mbar.data2.menu. 
" phase?'" 
add command -label "Metallurgical 
add command -label "Thermal 
-underline 0 -accelerator "Ctrl+t" -command {thermal "thermal 
"choose a" phase?"} 
.mbar.data2.menu.spline. add command -label "Mechanical 




menu .mbar. . menu 
.. phase?"} 


















.robar . .menu add checkbutton -label "Gridlines .. " \ 
. robar. .menu add 
.mbar. .menu add checkbutton -label "Points ..• "\ 
-variable line 
menu .robar.file.menu 
.mbar.file.menu add command -label "New .. -underline 0 \ 
-command {set sl ) 
.robar.file.menu add separator 
.robar.file.menu add command -label "Load " -underline 0 \ 
-command {set st (load_met]} 
.mbar.file.menu add 
.robar.file.menu add command -label "Save If -underline 0 \ 
-command {set sl [sav_ } 
.robar.file.menu add command -label "Save as " -underline 1 \ 
-command {set 51 as]} 
.robar.file.menu add 
.robar.file.menu add command -label "Delete .. -underline 0 \ 
-command {set sl 1 } 
.robar.file.menu add command -label "Exit " -underline 0 \ 
-accelerator "Ctrl+e" -command exit 
menu .robar. data.menu 
.robar.material data.menu add command -label "Thermal " 
underline 0 \ 
-accelerator "Ctrl+t" -command {thermal "thermal .. 
"choose a" "} 
.robar. 
underline 0 \ 
.menu add command -label "Mechanical properties .. 
-accelerator "Ctrl+m" -command {mechanical "mechanical properties" 0\ 
"choose a property" ..... corresponding phase?"} 
.robar.material data.menu add command -label "mEtallurgical 
underline 1 \ -
-accelerator "Ctrl+e" -command { 
CCT values pretemp y t t' Y 
Metallurgy ctype cval \ 
cctdata} 
menu .mbar.edit.menu 
.robar.edit.menu add -label "Reset " -underline 2 \ 
-menu .robar.edit.menu.reset 
menu .robar.edit.menu.reset . 
. robar.edit.menu.reset add: command -label "Thermal 
o \ 
-command {set sl [the reset]} 
.robar.edit.menu.reset add separator 
.robar.edit.menu.reset add command -label "Mechanical properties 
o \ 
-command (set sl 
.mbar.edit.menu.reset 
.robar.edit.menu.reset add command -label. 
1 \ 
-command {set 15 feet_reset]} 
listbox .files -relief raised -borderwidth 2 \ 
-yserollcommand ".seroll set" 
# .files -side left 














# .scroll -side 
foreach i [lsort [ 









bind all <Tab> 
bind all 
focusNext %W} 











# MODULE : INITIALISATION OF DATABASE 
# PURPOSE 
# initialises of arrays (datatypes) used in the database 
# . sets default values for global variable 
tinit.x 
# Functions (or are defined for 
# a - austenite 
# b - bainite 
# f - ferrite 









while { !=""} { 
global (car $templ] 
set asize (array size 
set asize [expr 
for {set i 2} {$i <= 
unset (car ] ($i,l) 
unset lear ] ([expr ] ,2) 
} 
set [car $templ] (1,1) a 
set [cdr $ ] 
} 
} 
# RESETS DATA CORRESPONDING TO THERMAL MATERIAL PROPERTY 
proc {tbl} { 
upvar $tbl m 
set asize [expr [array 
for {set i 2} ($i <= 
size m] I 2] 
set m($i,l) .... 
set m( [expr $i-1] ,2) .... 
) 
set m(l,l) a 
proc {tbl} { 
upvar $tbl m 










set asize [expr 
for {set i 2) { 
unset rn ( ) 
} 
set m(l) 0 
} 
12 
[array size rn]] 
< $asize} liner i) I 
# RESETS DATA CORRESPONDING TO MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
proe tbl3 {tbl} { 
upvar $tbl rn 
set asize [expr [array size rn] / 4] 
if { > I} { 
for {set i I} { <= 4} liner i} { 
set w 1 





unset rn( :$w(2) 
unset rn($i:$w,3) 
unset rn( :$w,41 
set w [expr $w+I] 
setrn(l:l,l) 0 
set rn(2:l,l) 0 
set rn(3:l,l) 0 
set rn(4:l,l) 0 
proe tblS {tbl) { 
upvar rn 
set ze [expr [array size 





set rn(l,l) 0 
proe reset tbl2 {tbl} { 
upvar $tbl rn 
set 
for {set i 2} { 
unset rn( ,11 
unset rn ( [expr ] , 
unset rn( [expr l,3) 
} 
set rn(l,l) 0 
} 
/ 4] 











proc mec_reset I { 
global datlstm 
set templ $datlstm 
while. {$templ !=""} { 
global [car $templ] 
set str "[car $templ]" 
set asize [array size [car $templlJ 
if {[string length $str] ==31 
set asize [expr $asize / 2] 
13 
for {set i 2} {$i <= $asizel lincr il I 
unset [car $templ] ($i, 1) 
unset [car $templ] ([expr $i-1] ,2) 
) 
set [car $templ] (1,1) 0 
set templ [cdr $templ] 
} else I 
set asize [expr $asize / 3] 
for {set i 2) {$i <= $asize} (incr i) { 
unset [car $templ] ($i,l) 
unset [car $templ] ([expr $i"":l] ,2) 
unset [car $templ] ([expr $i-1], 3) 
set [car $templ] (1,1) 0 
set tempI [cdr $templ] 
} 
) 
proc cct_reset ( ) { 
global ctype cval cctdata pretemp 
set Is [reset_tb14 ctype] 
set Is [reset_tb14 cval] 
set Is (reset~tb13 cctdata] 
set pretemp 0 
data.x 
# METALLURGICAL DATA 
set ctype(l) 0 
set cval(l) 0 
set cctdata(l:l,l} 0 
set cctdata(2:l,1} 0 
set cctdata(3:l,1) 0 
set cctdata(4:l,1) 0 
set pre temp 0 
# CONDUCTIVITY 
set cya(l,l) 0 











set cyp(I,I) 0 
set (1,1) 0 
set cym( 1,1) 0 
set cyg(l,l) 0 
set (1,1) 0 
set (1,1) 0 
# YIELD STRESS 
set ysa(I,I) 0 
set (1,1) 0 
set ysp(1,1) 0 
set ysf(l,l) 0 
set ysm(l,l) 0 
set (1,1) 0 
set ysG(l,l) 0 
# YOUNG'S MUDULUS 
set yma (1,1) 0 
set ymb(l,l) 0 
set ymp(l,l) 0 
set ymf (1,1) 0 
set ymm( 1,1) 0 
set ymg (1, 1) 0 
set ymA(l,l) 0 
set (1,1) 0 
# THERMAL STRAIN 
set tsa (1,.1) 0 
set tsb(l,l) 0 
set (1,1) 0 
set tsf(l,l) 0 
set tsm(l,l) 0 
set (1,1) 0 
set tsA(l,l) 0 
set tsG(l,l) 0 
# STRAIN 
set (1,1,1) 0 
set (1,1,1) 0 
set (1,1,1) 0 
set (1,1,1) 0 
set (1,1,1) 0 
set (1,1,1) 0 
set (1,1,1) 0 
set (1,1,1) 0 
# POISSONS' RATIO 
set (1 t 1) 0 
set prb ( 1) 0 
set prp (1 t 1) o· 
set (1,1) 0 
set pm(l,l) 0 
set prg (1,1) 0 
set prA(l,l) 0 










# SPECIFIC HEAT FUNCTIONS 
set sha(l,l) a 
set shb(I,I) a 
set (1,1) a 
set shf( 1) a 
set srun(l,l) a 
set (1,1) a 
set ahA(l,l) 0 
set shG(I,l) a 
# DENSITY FUNCTIONS 
set dya(l, 0 
set (1,1) a 
set (1) a 
set (1,1) a 
set (1,1) a 
set dyg(l,l) 0 
set dyA(I,I) a 
setdyG(I,I) 0 
# REGRESSION TABLE 
set rom(l,l) 0 
set pconduct(l) "KX KY KZ" 
set (1) "CU 
set ity(l) "RO" 
set (1) -1 
set (1) -2 
set pdenstb{l) -3 
set pmaterv(l) 1 
set (1) 2 
set pnran(I:1,l) 1 
set pnran(I:1,2) 2 
set pctype(l) TT 
set pcval(l) 150 
set pcnran(l:1 1) In 
pltype{l) 
set plval(l) 160 
set : 1,1) dd 
set hconduct(l) 0 
set hspeheat(l) a 
set (1) a 
set hcondtb{l) 0 
set {l) 0 
set hdenstb(l) 0 
set runaterv(l) 0 
set hintegv(l) a 
set hpr-phase{l,l) a 
set hnran(l,l) 0 
set (1,1) 0 
set (1)0 
set hcval(l) a 
set hcnran(I,l) 0 
set (1)0 
set hlval(l) 0 












set conduct (1) 0 
set (1) 0 
set (1 ) 0 
set (1 ) 0 
set (1) 0 
set (1) 0 
set (1) 0 
set (1 ) 0 
set 1) 0 
set e( 1)" 0 
set (1) 0 
set cval (1) 0 
set (1,1) 0 
set (1 ) 0 
set (1 ) 0 
set (1) 0 
set fconduct{l) 0 
set fspeheat(l) 0 
set fdens (I ) 0 
set fcondtb(l) 0 
set (1) 0 
set fdenstb(l) 0 
set fmaterv(l} 0 
set (1 ) 0 
set fnran(l,l} 0 
set (1,1) 0 
set fctype (1) 0 
set fcval(l) 0 
set fcnran(l,l) 0 
set (1 ) 0 
set flval(l) 0 
set flnran (1) 0 
set f_conduct(l} 0 
set f (1) 0 
set <:density(l) 0 
set f_condtb(l) 0 
set f_spehtb (1) 0 
set I_denstb(l) 0 
set f materv(l) 0 
set ()nteqv (1) 0 
set f_nran(l,l) 0 
set (1,1) 0 
set (1) 0 
set (1) . 0 
set (1,1) 0 
set (1) 0 
set (1) 0 
set (1 ) 0 
set (1) 0 
~et tval(l) 0 
set ) 0 
set tval(2) 0 
set (3) 0 











# MODULE FILEMANAGEMENT AND LOW-LEVEL PROCEDURES 
.x 
# FINDS MAXIMUM OF A LIST OR AR~Y 
proc maximum { } { 
} 
set max (car $lst] 
while { ! ="" } 
if {$max < [car 
set max [car 
} 
set 1st {cdr $lst] 
} 
return 
# FINDS MINIMUM OF A LIST OR AR~Y 
proc minimum (1st) { 
set min [car t] 
while { '.""} { 
if {$min > (car $lst]) 
set min [car $lstl 
} 
set 1st [cdr 
} 
return $min 
# REMOVES ELEMENT OF LIST OR AR~Y 
proc lremove {1st ell 
} 
set dlst "" 
set i 0 
while! t !="" && 
set dlst (linsert 
set i [expr $i+1] 
set 1st (cdr J 
) 
if {{car $lst] 
set 1st [cdr 
} 
while { !::;" If} { 
\ set dlst [1insert 
set i {expr ] 
set 1st [cdr 
return 













# SORTS ARRAY OR LIST IN ASCENDING ORDER 
proc sortd {temp} 
upvar $temp m 
set 1st "" 
set 1st [savedata m 
loadrn m 
} 
# SAVES ARRAY INTO FILE 
proc filesave (z fname) 
set fext [file extension $fname] 





} else { 
close $f 
return -1 
It APPENDS ARRAY EXISTING 
proc afilesave {z fname} { 
set fext [file extension 










# SAVES THERMAL PROPERTIES IN FILE 
proc filesv {nrec conduct 
denstb materv fname} ( 
It if { [file exists $fname] == 0 } 
set fext [file extension $ 
if {[set f (open $fname w+1]>0} 
for {set z 1} {$z <= } {incr 
set 10 "puts $f $" 
set 11 conduct" 
set 11 [format ($z) " $11] 
set 12 
set 12 [format U%s{$z)" 
set 13 












set 14 . 
set 14 [format "%s($z)" 4] 
set 15 "$condtb" 
set 15 [format n%s ( ) .. $151 
set 16 "$ .. 
set 16 [format "%s ($z)" ] 







) else { 
close $f 
return -1 
# READS ARRAY FROM FILE 
proc fileread {z fnamel 
if {(file exists $fname] 
set fext [file extension 
if {[set f [open $fname 
) 
} 
if ( [gets $ f z 1 >= 0 ) 
close $f 
return $z 
} else {} 
close $f 
return -1 
} else () 










name : afileread 
purpose : reads 2 lists from filename 
: fname 
: two lists 
proc afileread {fname) { 
set fext [file extension $fname] 
if {[set f [open $fname r+]]>O} { 
$f x 
gets $f z 
close $f 













# CHANGES 2-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY INTO 3-DIMENSIONAL 
proe Ifilter (1st len) { 
set j 0 
set 11 "" 
while {$lst != ''''} { 
if {[ [car $lst]] I { 
if ( == 3) { 
set t [earn 2 $lst] 
set x [car (cdr [car Slst]]] 
set y [car [edrn 2 [car $lst]]] 
set 11 (insert2 1 $t $y] 
) 
if {$len == 5} { 
set x [earn 2 $lst] 
set y [car [cdr [car $lst]]] 
set z [car [edrn 2 [car $lst]]] 
set h [car [edrn 3 [car $lst]]] 
set w [car [edrn 4 [car $ ]] 
set 11 [insert3 $11 $y $z $w] 
} 
I 




#: CHANGES .AN ELEMENT OF .AN ARRAY 
proe modify {z i x y) 
set "" 
set $z 
set [cdr $z] 
set' len $z] 
for {set ji OJ I$ji ~= 
set temp2 [cdr 
set [cdr 
while { < (expr $len 
liner j} ( 
$ 
#: DELETES FIRST ELEMENT OF THE LIST 
proe cdr {z} 
set "" 
set len 
















# DELETES FIRST N ELEMENTS OF A LIST 
proc cdrn !n zJ ! 
set 
set len ( 
if { > 
return {I 
} 
if ( I I 
$z] 
set temp (linsert $temp 0 [lindex 
return 
) 
while {$n < }! 
set [linsert $n (lindex 
set n [expr + 
return 
) 
# FINDS SET OF POINTS IN AN ARRAY 
proc lfind (z x y} ! 
set len [ $z1 
set i 0 
while ! < ) ! 
set ell [car [lindex 
set el2 [cdr [lindex 
if ( 1 -- && 
return 




$z ] 1 
$z ] ] 
== $y 
# SHOWS FIRST ELEMENT OF A LIST 
proc car {z} { 
return [lindex $z 0] 
} { 
# SHOWS THE FIRST N ELEMENTS OF A LI 
proc carn {n z} { 
set $z 
for {set i II { <= $n} liner i} { 











name : leutbi 
purpose : euts list by index i 
index 












proe leutbi {1st i} { 
set length [llength $lst] 
set lIen .. " 
set j 0 
set 
for {set len OJ { < 
} 
"[earn 2 $temp]" 
if {[earn 2 
set lIen [linsert 




) {iner len J { 
[!index $lst 
# ------------------------------------------------------------------
# name : Idsortbi 
# purpose : sorts in order by index x 
# index 
# : sorted list 
# -----------------------------------------------------------------
proe Idsortbi {1st xl { 
set 11 If" 
set 
for {set q 








) {iner q} { 
} {iner i I { 
[car [edrn $x [car [edrn 
[car [edrn [expr - 1] 






[car Cedrn [expr $i - 11 [edrn 1 $1st])] 
! =" If} { 
< [car [edrn $x ]J} { 
set f 0 
set j 0 
set v 0 
for (set z ) ($z <= [expr 1] ] ) finer 
set el [lindex [edrn 
set 11 [linsert $11 
set f [expr $f+1] 
) 
set 11 {linsert $11 
for {set p ( 
set 11 [linsert 
set j [expr $j+l] 
set 11 [linsert $11 0 
for {set d OJ {$d < 
set 11 llinsert 
set v [expr 
$f 
] 
[lindex [edrn (expr $lst] $z] ] 
1+[expr $q-lll) liner pJ { 
t 1 ] 























# name : lasortbi 
# purpose : sorts list in ascending order by index 
# inputs : index 
# output : sorted list 
# ----------------------------------------------------------------
proe lasortbi {1st 
set 11 "" 
set [ 
for q I} {$q <= 
for (set i I) ! 
if I == I} { 
q} { 
set smallest [car {edrn $x [car [edrn [expr 




set f 0 
set j 0 
set v 0 
[expr $i - IJ [edrn [expr 
> [car [edrn $x JJ} ( 
- 1] ] J ] 1 
IJ $lstJ 1 ] 





set el [lindex [edrn [expr ] t] $z] 
set 11 [linsert $11 $f [edrn (expr 
set f [expr $f+l] 
set 11 [linsert a 
for {set p { 
set 11 [linsert 
set j (expr +11 
set 11 [linsert a 
] +[expr 
$p] 1 
for {set d OJ {$d < [expr ]} liner d} { 
set 11 [linsert $v [lindex ] 
set v 
set 1st $11 
set [car [edrn [expr 
set smallest [car [edrn $x 





J $zJ J 












# name insert 
# purpose inserts a in the list 
# list, x, y 
# 
# --------------------------------------------------------------
proc insert {z x y} 
set temp {} 
set temp [linsert 
set [linsert 





proc insert2 {1st x y z} { 
set .... 
set temp [linsert $temp 0 $z] 
set temp [linsert $temp 0 $y] 
set temp [linsert $temp 0 $x] 
set 1st [linsert $lst 0 $temp] 
proc insert3 {1st t x Y z w} 
set temp .... 
set [linsert 























proc sortl (lis) ( 
set 1st 
set lstl 
set len [llength 
if { >= 2) { 
for {set j O} {<= - 2} {incr j I 
for {set i O} { <= $len - 2} {incr i} 
} 
set p [expr + 1] 
if {[car [car $lst]] > [car [car [cdr $lst]]]} 
} 
set [car ] 
set [car [cdr 
set 
set 
set 1st1 [cdr 
set 1st $Istl 
set 1stl $Us 














set prompt1(result} .... 
# ---------------------------------------~-------------
# name : 
# purpose : Get a filename 
# variable 
# : filename 
# ------------------------------------------------------
proc GetValue {f t wd} { 
message $f.msg -text 
Sf. -textvar (result) -width 
set b [frame $f.buttons -bd 10] 
$f.msg Sf. $f.buttons -side 
button$b.ok -text OK -command {set 
-underline 0 
button .cancel -text Cancel \ 
-command {set (OJ -underline 0 
.ok $b.cancel -side left 1m 
-fill x 
(ok) l} \ 
foreach w [list Sf. $b.ok $b.cancel] { 
$w class $w] all] 
bind. <JUt-o> "focus $b.ok ; break" 
bind <JUt-c> "focus $b.cancel ; break" 
bind <JUt-Key> break 
bind .$t <Return> (set prompt1(ok) 1} 
bind .$t <Control-c> (set promptl(ok) OJ 
focus $f.entry 
grab $f 









proc xmax {1st} { 
if { !=""} 
set max {car [car 
else { 
set max 0 
set [cdr $lst] 
{$temp != .... } 
if {[car [car 
set max (car (car 
) 
{ 















proc yrnax {1st} { 
if { !=u"} 
set max [cdr [car 
) else { 
set max 0 
set temp [cdr $lst] 
while {$temp != .n,} 
if {[ cdr [ ca r 

















proc (title pconduct pspeheat pdensity pcondtb pspehtb \ 
\ 
\ 
pdenstb pmaterv pintegv matrix title2 pcval pcnran \ 
title4 len titleS len2 \ 
title3 tJu ........ ) { 
set (ok) 0 
set f [ .t -borderwidth 10] 
wrn geometry .t +250+100 
wrn title .t $title4 
message $f.rnsg -text $prampt -width 170 
$f. -textvar -width $len 
set b [frame $f.buttans -bd 10] 
$f.msg $f.. $f.buttans -side -fill x 
button $b.cancel -text Cancel \ 
-command { .t} black red 
if {$title4=="Options"} 
button $b.next -text Next white -fg blUe \ 


















$title4 $prornpt $len $opt2 $prornpt2 
\ 
$title3 
button .prev -text Prey -bg white -fg blue \ 
-command d t $pconduct $pspeheat $pdensity $pspehtb 
$pdenstb $rnatrix $title2 $pctype $pcnran 
$type $len2 
\ 
} else { 
button $b.next -text Next 
-command d t $pcondtb 
tb 
$title4 $len $ $len2 
$ \ 
$title3 $pltype $plval $plnran $pryhase" 
button .prev -text Prey -bg white -fg blue 
$b.next $b.cancel -side left 
$b.prev -side right 
proc nextproc_d {w pconduct pspeheat pdensity pcondtb pspehtb \ 
destroy . $w 
pdenstb prnaterv pintegv rnatrixtitle2 pcval pcnran \ 
title4 opt prompt len type titleS opt2 prornpt2 len2 type2 \ 
title3 pl~ype plval plnran } I 
preheat $title $pconduct $pspeheat $pdensity $pcondtb \ 
$pdenstb $prnaterv $pintegv $rnatrix $title2 $pctype $pcval $pcnran \ 
$titleS $opt2 $prornpt2 $len2 $type2 \ $opt $prornpt $len 
$title3 $pltype $plval $plnran 
proc 
destroy .$w 

















proe tables } { 
} 
upvar #0 etb 
IstlO 
After-printing-array 
set etblen [array size ctb] 
for {set i I} ($i <= $etblen} {incr i} { 
set temp ($i) 





earch 0 $ 
} { 
set IstlO (lsort 0] 
return 0 
o $temp] 
set htlO {} 
proc insert all {title etype cval matrix title2 pconduct pspeheat \ 
pdensity pcondtb pspehtb pdenstb pmaterv pintegv pnran \ 
title4 opt len titleS prompt2 len2 \ 
title3 } { 
lstlO 
set IstlO $pcondtb] 
set lstlO [insert tables $pspehtb] 
set lstlO [- ] 
set 
wm 
.mwin -bord rwidth 10] 
+250+100· 
frame $f.f 
frame Sf. f1 
frame $f.f2 
frame $f.f3 
frame Sf. f4 
frame $f. f5 
wm title $f "Properties and Phases" 
label $f.l -text "Index" 
label $f.ll -text "Table no." 
label $f.12 -text 
label $f.13 -text "Phases" 
# label $f.14 -text "Tables" 
red 
" 
button Sf. exit -width 4 -text -bg biack -fg red -command $f" 
button Sf.save -width 4 -text Save -bg black red \ 












button $f.next -width 4 -text 
button $f.prev -width 4 -text 
-eommand 
$title2 
# button $f.ld1 -text 
# button $f.ld2 -text 
# button $f.ld3 -text 
# $f.ld4 -text 
# button $f.ld5 -text 
button $f.il -width 
button $f.i2 -width 
button $f. i3 -width 
button $f .14 -width 







3 - red 
3 fg red 
3 -fg red 
3 - red 
29 
" 
-underline 0 -command 
-underline 1 -eonunand 
-underline 2 -eonunand " 







$f.f $f.fl $f.f2 $f.f3 $f.f5 -side left 
$f.l -in $f.f 
$f.11 -in $f.f1 
$f.12 -in Sf. f2 
$f.13 -in $f.f3 
# $f.14 -in $f.f4 
set len [llength 
set Ist9 $lstl0 
for (set i 11 ($i <= $len} liner it { 
set num [ear 
button$f. 
set Ist9 [edr 
for {set i 1} ( 
set b "entry Sf. 
set bl 
-width 3 
<= $len, finer iJ 
-width 12 -bg white ":textvar " 
" 
set bl [format "%s($i,l)" $bl] 
eval $b$b1 
set b2 "entry $f.pp$i -width 12 -bg white-textvar " 
set b3 "$prJ'hase" 
set b3 [format "%s{ 2)" 
eval $b2$b3 
\ 
$f.i$i -in $f.f -side top -padx 
$f.but$i -in $f.f1 -side 
Sf. -in $f.f2 -side top 









-in $f.f4 -side O.lm 



















bind $f.pp$i <Double-Button-I> "drop_list2 $f.pp$i $pr_phase $i" 
pack $f. next $f. exit $f. save $f. prev -in $f. f5 -side top -pady 5m -padx 1. 2m 
proc prevproc {w title pltype plval plnran \ 
title2 pconduct pspeheat \ 
pdensity peondtb pspehtb pdenstb pmaterv pintegv pnran \ 
title4 opt prompt len type titleS opt2 prompt2 len2 type2\ 
title3 ctype eval cran pr_phase} { 
.destroy .$w 
cpreheat $title $pltype $plval $plnran \ 
$title2 $pconduct $pspeheat \ 
$pdensity $pcondtb $pspehtb $pdertstb $pmaterv $pintegv $pnran \ 
$title4 $opt prompt $len $type $titleS $opt2 $prompt2 $len2 $type2 \ 
$title3 $ctype $cval $cran $pr_phase 
set data "" 
set ind no "" 
proc drop_list { wint arr index} { 
set x [winfo rootx $wintj 
set y [winfo rooty $wint] 
toplevel .popup 
wm overrideredirect .popup 1 
wm geometry .popup +$x+$y 
set ind no $index 
listbox .popup.list \ 
-height 5 -width 12 \ 
-selectmode single \ 
-bg black \ 
-fg white \ 
-borderwidth 4 \ 
-yscrollcommand ".popup.scrb set" 
.popup.list insert end "conductivity" 
.popup.list insert end "density" 
.popup.list insert end "specific heat" 
scrollbar .popup.scrb \ 
-borderwidth 4 \ 
-bg black \ 
-command ".popup.list yview" 










.popup.list -side left 
bind .popup <Double-Sutton-I> 
proc drop_list2 { wint arr 
global 
set x rootx 
set y [winfo rooty Swint] 
toplevel .popup 
wm overrideredirect .popup 1 
wm . popup 
set ind 
listbox .popup.list \ 
S -width 12 \ 
-selectmode \ 
black \ 
-fg white \ 
-borderwidth 4 \ 
-yscrollcommand " . popup. scrb set" 
.popup.list insert end 
.popup.list insert end 
.popup.list insert end 
.popup.list insert end 
.popup.list insert end 
.popup.list insert end 
scrollbar .popup.scrb \ 
-borderwidth 4 \ 







-command ".popup.list yview" 
.popup. -side -fill y 
pack .popup.list -side left 
31 
$arr I" 





(title cval matrix title2 
pcondtb pspehtb pdenstb pmaterv pintegv pnran \ 


















upvar #0 PSPEHEAT 
upvar #0 PDENSITY 
upvar #0 $pcondtb PCONDTB 
upvar #0 $pspehtb 
#0 $pdenstb PDENSTB 
upvar #0 $pmaterv PMATERV 
upvar #0 $pintegv PINTEGV 
upvar #0 $pnran PNRAN 
upvar #0 $pltype PLTYPE 
upvar #0 $pl val PLVAL 
upvar #0 $plnran PLNRAN 
upvar #0 $pr_phase 
upvar #0 $ctype PCTYPE 
upvar #0 $cval PCVAL 
set sdval 1 
set line 1 
set filename [ inp] 
set filename [file rootname $ filename 1 
set f [open $filename. w+] 




puts $f "OPTION 
$f "RESTART GEOMETRY" 
$f "MATERIAL PROPERTIES If 
set len [array size PCONDUCT] 
set count 0 
32 
for {set line I} ($ liner line} I 
set j 1 
set 1 
while {[info exists PNRAN($line: 
if ($PNRAN( ,1) != .... && :$j,2) !=""} 
if l$flag==lJ ( 
puts -nonewline $f liE $PNRAN( :$j,l) TO 
set flag 0 
) else ( 
-nonewline $f PNRAN( ,1) TO $PNRAN( 
set count [expr 
} 
set j [expr 
} 
([info exists PNRAN($line:l,1)1) { 
if {$PNRAN( :1,1} != .... && $PNRAN( 
puts $f to I $PCONDUCT($line) 
$PSPEHEAT( ) $PSPEHTB( 







INTEG ($line) .. 
$f "CONSTRAINTS" 
set len [array size PLTYPE] 
for (set line 1) { {incr line} ( 
:$j,2) It 
: $j, 2) .. : 











set j 1 
set 1 
if ([info exists PLTYPE( )]} { 
while ([info exists PLNRAN($line: ,1) 1 && 
if ($PLNRAN($line:$j,l) !='''' && $PLNRAN( 
$PLTYPE($line) !=""I { 
if {$flag==11 { 
exists PLNRAN( ,2) ] } 
(2) !="" && 
puts -nonewline $f "N 
set flag 0 
,1) TO $PLNRAN($line:$j,2) II 
I else { 
puts -nonewline $f PLNRAN( 
} 
,1) TO $PLNRAN($line:$j,2) " 
} 
set j [expr $j+1] 
} 
set j 1 
if {$PLTYPE($line) 1=='"' 
$f "/ $PLTYPE( 
) { 
($line)" 
if ([info exists PLNRAN( ,1)] && [info exists PLNRAN( 
if {$PLNRAN( ,1)=="" && $I?LNRAN($line:$j,2)=="" && $ 
&& ==1} { 
} 
} 
puts $f uN / I $PLVAL( ) " 
if ($PLTYPE( 
puts $f "N / 
I 
![info exists PLNRAN( 
) 
I 
puts $f "LOADS" 
puts $f "1 thermal 
set len [array size 
) $PLVAL( ) .. 
for (set line I) { J liner line} { 
set j 1 
set flag 1 
if {[info exists PCTYPE( I]} ( 
1) ]} { 




,1) !="" && $PCNRAN($line: ,2) !="" && 
-nonewline $f "N $PCN~($line:$j,l) TO $PCNRAN( 
set 0 
} else { 
} 
1 
-nonewline PCNRAN( :$j,l) TO 
set j [expr $j+I] 
set j 1 
if ( ,...,...n"vrl,,,,,( ) ! ="" && $ } ( 
puts $f "/ $PCTYPE($line) $PCVAL($line)" 
} 
:$j,2)11 { 




if {(info exists PCNRAN($line:$j,l)] && exists PCNRAN( :$j.,2)]} { 
if ($PCNRAN( :$j,l)==='"1 && $PCNRAN( ,2)== .... && $PCTYPE($line) !="" 














$f liN / $PCTYPE ($line) $PCVAL ( ) II 
if {$PCTYl?E ( ) ! =" II && ! (info exists PCNRAN ($line: 1, 1) ] ) 
I 
) 
$f fiN / $l?CTYPE( ) $l?CVAL( If 
puts $f 
set len $lstlO] 
II {$ for {set line 







set alen [expr [array 
for {set i I} { 
set eount [expr $ 
if {$eya( 
if {$ } { 
} liner line} 
[expr $line-l]])] 
size .0] 
} {iner i} { 
] 
&. &. $ eya ($ i , 2) ! = If .. } 
-nonet.,fline $f " $etn/1 
set flag 0 
,1) $eya($i,2)" 
} else { 
if {$eount==4} 
$ f .. (, 1) $ eya ( 2) " 
elseif ($eount==5) { 
-nonewline $f" * $eya( 
set eount 1 
} 
} 
} else ( 
puts -nonewline $f II 
} 
elseif {$propt=="dens } { 
if {$phast=="austenite"} { 
set alen [expr [array size dya] 
for {set i II {$i<=$alen} liner 




if { ($i, 1) !"" .... &.&. ,2) ! ",n ") 
if ($ ) ( 
, 1) 2)" 
(2) II 




if { I. ( 
$dya($i,l) ($i,2)" 
elseif } ( 
-nonewline $f It * $dya( ,1) 
set count 1 
} else ( 
($i,2)" 














if { It) { 
set alen [expr [array size /2.0] 
for (set i 1) ( ) {incr i) { 
set count [expr 
if {$sha($i,l) !:::: .... && $sha($i,2) !:'''') 
if {$ I ( 
puts -nonewline $f .. 1 $sha( ,I) ($i,2)" 
set 0 
) else { 
if { 
puts $f ,1) $sha( ,2)" 
} elseif 1 I ( 
-nonewline $f" * $sha( 1) $sha( 2)" 






} else ( 
-nonewline $f·" 
$f "RETURN" 
set sdata [expr 
puts $f "SAVE DATA 
close $f 
proc s {w arry } ( 
upvar matx 
ind no 
set item [$w.list curs 
set matx( no, [$w.list get 
des .popup 
return 
proc call table {arr pos} ( 
upvar $arr mat 
set phase $mat( ,2) 
set prop ·[car $mat($pos,l)] 
cideck $prop 
) 




# name itable 














namex, namey, ititle /name* of x, 
title of the windows 
matrix of data 
# ------~---------------------------------------------------
set V 1 












set fwd 0 
proc itable {namex namey ititle temp ext} 
global filename 
fwd 
3 i 4 \ 
7 i 8 
wm +200+150 
#wm minsize .inputdata 380 350 
#wm maxsize .inputda,ta 380 350 
set max 8 


















.w1 -width 30m 
.w2 -width 30m 
.w3 -width 30m 
.w4 -width 30m 






6m -relief raised -borderwidth 
6m -relief raised -borderwidth 
6m -relief raised -borderwidth 
6m -relief raised -borderwidth 
-width 2 -command 
[expr $fwd*8 + l]]>=O} ( 
white -fg black 
white -fg black 
[expr $fwd*8 + 1]] 
white 
white. 
o [expr $fwd*8 + 1]] 
} 





















set editlst [linsert 
set [expr $ ] 
37 
[expr $fwd*8 + 2]]>=0} { 
white -fg black 
white -fg black 
[expr $fwd*8 + 2]] 
black -fg white 
black -fg white 





.index3 -text 3 -width 2 -command 
&& [lsearch [expr $fwd*8 + 3]]>=0} { 
} 
.13 white - black 
. r3 
set editlst [lremove 
set i_3 [expr ] 
} else { 
.13 
.inputdata.r3 
set editlst [linsert 
set i 3 [expr ] 
} 
black 
$fwd*8 + 3]] 
white 
white 
$fwd*8 + 3]] 
button .inputdata.index4 -text 4 -width 2 -command 




set editlst [lremove 
set i_4 [expr $i_4-1] 
} else { 
} 
} 
. inputdata. 14 
. inputdata.r4 
set editlst (linsert 





$fwd*8 + 4]1 
button . .index5 -text 5 -width 2 -command 
if {$i 5>0 &&'[lsearch $editlst [expr 
.15 configure -bg 
.inputdata.r5 configure -bg white -
set editlst [lremove $editlst [expr 
set i 5 [expr $i 5-1] 
} else { -
} 
} 
.15 configure -bg black 
.r5 configure black 
set editlst [linsert $editlst 0 
set 5 [expr $i_5+1] 
$fwd*8 + 5]]>=0} { 
black 
black 
$fwd*8 + 5]] 
white 
white 
$fwd*8 + 5]] 
button .inputdata.index6 -text 6 -width 2 -command 
if l$i_6>0 && [lsearch $editlst {expr $fwd*8 + 6]]>=0} { 
.inputdata.16 configure -bg white -fg black 
.inputdata.r6 configure -bg white black 
set editlst [lremove $editlst [expr $fwd*8 + 6J] 
set [expr $i_6-1] 
] else { 
.inputdata.16 configure -bg black -fg white 
.inputdata.r6 configure -bg black -fg white 














6 [expr _6+1] 
button .inputdata.index7 -text 7 2 -command 
if ( 7>0 && [lsearch $editlst [expr $fwd*8 + 7]]>=0) ( 
} 
} 
.17 -bg white black 
.r7 white black 
set editlst [lremove st [expr $fwd*8 + 7]] 




set editlst {linsert $editlst 0 
set 7 [expr _7+11 
white 
white 
$fwd*8 + 7]] 
button . .index8 -text 8 -width 2 -command 
if {$i_8>O && [lsearch 
.inputdata.1B 
.inputdata.rB configure 
set editlst [lremove 
set i_8 (expr $i_8-1] 
[expr $fwd*8 + 8] ]>=O} { 
-bg white -fg black 
-bg white - black 
) 
} 
) else ! 
.1B 
.rB 
set editlst [linsert 
set 8 [expr 1 
(expr $fwd*8 + 8]] 
-fg white 
-fg white 
$fwd*8 + 8] 1 
button .inputdata.files1 -text Save '-width 4 white \ 
-command "savetofile $filename 
button. .files2 -text Load -width 4 -bg white \ 
-command "load $filename $temp $ext" 
button . .data -text Plot -width 4 
label .inputdata.label1 -text 
label .label2 -text 




pack • -side 
wrn title . 
.label1 -side left -in 









pack .inputdata.labe13 -side left -in .inputdata.w3 -side 
pack. .wl -in .inputdata.left -side top -padx 1m 1m 
.w2 -in .right -side top 1m -pady 1m 
.inputdata.w3 -in .lleft -side 1m 1m 
for {set v 1} {$v <= lincr v} { 
#entry 
#entry 
.l$v -width 15 -relief sunken -borderwidth 4 
.r$v -width 15 -relief sunken -borderwidth 4 
2m 1m 
2m 1m 











set theCom1 -width 10 -relief sunken -borderwidth 4 
white -textvariable " 
set theCom2 " 
set theCom2 [format" %s($v,1)" 
eval 
-padx 1m 0.3m 
-side 1m O. 7m 
set theCom3 -width 10 -relief sunken -borderwidth 4 
white -textvariable .. 






-side 1m -pady 0.7m 















button .fwd -text »» -width 4 white \ 
-command "forward $max $ temp" 
button .inputdata.rev -text «« -width 4 white \ 
-command "reverse $max inputdata $ " 
button .inputdata.stop -text «» -width 4 -bg white \ 
-command "destroy' . inputdata" 
button .inputdata.sort -text -width 4 white \ 
-command "sortd 
button .inputdata.reset -text Reset -width 4 -bg white \ 
-command "reset $temp" 
button . .delete -text Delete -width 4 white \ 
-command "eldelete 0 0" 
button. .copy -text Copy -width 4 white \ 
-command "elcopy 0" 
button .inputdata.cut -text Cut -width 4 white \ 
-command "elcut 




pack .inputdata.fwd -in .iriputdata. 

















set t { i 3 i 4 i 5 i 6 7 
name : forward 
purpose : allows users to scroll the 
: max - maximum scroll, w window name, 
- array name 
proc forward w temp} { 
\ 
set 1st 
set fwd [expr $fwd + 1J 
set max [expr + 7] 
set Ib [expr - 1] 
set len (expr (array size I 2] 
for {set v (<= $max) {incr vI 
set [expr $v - $lb] 
set [expr $[car $lst ill 
set var1 [lsearch $editlst. $v] 
if {$el>O && $var1>=O} { 
.$w. configure -bg black - white 











.$w. -text $v -width 2 
-textvariable " 
set theCom2 [format "%s($v,l)" $theCom2j 
eval theCom2 
set theCom3 It 
set theCom4 
.r$p_index configure -textvariable .. 





1# name : reverse 
1# purpose : allows users to scroll the 
1# inputs : max - maximum scroll, w - window name, 

















set 1st i 
if {$v >" 9} 
} 
} 
set fwd [expr $fwd - 1] 
set ffwd [expr $fwd + 11 
set v [expr $v -
set max [expr $v + 7] 
set lb [expr $v - 1] 
for {set v $v} {$v <= } {incr v} { 
set p [expr $v - $lb] 
set var1 [lsearch 
set el [expr $[car 
if {$el>O && 
.$w.1$p configure white 
.$w.r$p white 




set 1st i [cdr 
.$w.ind;x$p -text $v -width 2 
set theComlCon 
set theCom2Con 
set theCom2Con [format "%s( 
eva1 $theComlCon$theCom2Con 
-textvariable " 
set theCom3Con ". $w. -textvariable " 
set theCom4Con "$temp" 
set theCom4Con [format "%s ($v,2)" $ 
eval $theCom3Con$theCom4Con 




purpose : allows users to delete entry on 
- type of data, t - element 
temp array name 
proc eldelete {temp flag t} { 
size m] / 3] 
elseif 
set len 1 
while ([info exists m( : $len, 1) ]} ( 












set len [expr $len-l] 
elseif {$ I { 
set len [expr [array size I 2] 
,} 
for {set i O} ($i <= 7} (incr i) { 






if {$ flag==l I I .LClIJ--"..r;.} { 
.inputdata.t[expr 
} 




set len2 [llength $editlst] 
while ($editlst != .... ) { 










for {set p } {$p < [expr l} {incr p} ( 
if {$ !:::::2} ( 
) 
set m($p,l) $m([expr $p+l],l) 
set m($p,2) $m([expr $p+l],2) 
unset m($i,l) m($i,2) 
if {$ } ( 
unset m{ ,3) 
set m($p,3) $m([expr $p+l],3) 
elseif {$ } ( 
unset m($t:$i,l) m{$t: ,2) m{ ,3) m{ :$i,4) 
set m{ :$p,l) $m{$t:[expr $p+l),l) 
set m($t: ,2) $m($t:[expr $p+l],2) 
set m($t: ,3) $m($t: [expr $p+l] ,3) 















, 2 ) 
( 3 ) 











$ } { 




















!= .. It } { 
n" 
























! =2} ( 
t} { 
i 1st 
set X $m([car ],1) 
} 























if {$ } { 
$z] 
$y $z. 
set len [expr [array size m] I 3] 
elseif {$ } { 
set len 1 
while {[info exists m($t: 11 ]} { 















set len [expr $len-l] 
else { 
set len [expr [array size mJ I 2] 
while ($editlst != ""I ( 
set i {car $editlstJ 
for (set p $i1 {$p < $len} {incr pi { 
if {$flag!==2} ( 
44 
set m«(expr $pJ,l) $m([expr $p+1],l) 
set m([expr $p],2) $m([expr $p+l],2) 
I 
if {$flag===l} ( 
set m($p,3) $m{[expr $p+l1,3) 
} elseif {$flag===2} ( 
set m($t:$p,l) $m($t: [expr $p+l],l) 
set m($t:$p,2) $m($t: [expr $p+lJ,2) 
set m($t:$p,3) $m($t: [expr $p+1],3) 
set m($t:$p,4) $m($t: [expr $p+lJ,4) 
} 
} 
if {$flag==2 } ( 
set m($t:$p,l) .,." 
set mISt: $p, 2) 1111 
set m($t:$p,3) lin 
set mISt: $p, 4) lin 
} 
if {$flag==l II $flag:::=O} 
set m($p,l) "n 
set m($p,2) "" 
) 
if {$flag==l } ( 
set m($p,3) lin 
) 
set editlst [cdr $editlst] 
I 
set editlst "" 
for {set i O} {$i'<= 7} {incr i} { 
set {lindex $1 1st $11 0 
.inputdata.l{expr $i+lJ configure -bg white -fg black 
.1nputdata.r[expr $1+1J configure -bg white -fg black 
if {$flag==l 11 $flag==2} { 
.inputdata.t[expr $i+l] configure -bg white -fg black 
} 
if {$flag==2} { 
} 
} 
.inputdata.m[expr $i+lJ configure -bg white -fg black 
proc elpas te (temp flag t) ( 
upvar $temp m 
global editlst copyIst i_1st Isty 
for {set i O} {$i <= 7} liner i} { 
set [lindex $i_1st $1] 0 


























"" } { 
[car ] set m{ 
set m{ [cdr [car $ls ty]1 ] ] 
} 
} { if {$ 
set m( [cdr [car 1] 
} 





,1) [car [cdr [car 
















proc load {fname m ext} { 
upvar mat 
globalIst 
set 1st "" 






if {[ $fname] > 2 } 
set 1st (fileread $fname] . 
I 
if { == -11 { 
return 





set (result) "" 
set 1st {} 
proc savetofile {fname m ext} { 


















if {$filename !="noname.001"} 
set fname $filename 
} else { 
set fname [fileselect$ext] 
set fname [file rootname $ 
if {$fname== .... l {. 
return 
} 
[file exists $ fname 1 
[ 
O} ( 
set 1st [savedata mat $lstJ 
saved $fname 
set 1st " .. 
I else { 
return 
} else { 
set 1st [savedata mat 
saved $lst $fname 











purpose saves matrix to list 
mat, 1st Imatrix, list 
list 
proc savedata {mat 1st} 
upvar $mat m 
set nn: 
set i 1 
set n [expr [array sizem] I 2.0] 
for {set i II .{ $i<=$n} 
if ($m($i,1) != "91 
set x $m( , 1 ) 
set y ($i , 2) 
set 1st [insert 
} 
} 




upvar $mat m 

























purpose saves list to a file 
1st, list 
proc saved (1st name) 









mat 1st / 
matrix 
proc loadm {mat 1st} « 
upvar $mat m 
set max [llength $lst1 
for (set i 1) {$i <= (expr 
set m($i,l) [car [car 
set m($i,2) [cdr [car 




set Istl u" 
set Ist2 un 
set Ist3 nn 
set Ist4 un 
set Ist5 un 
set lst6 un 
set Ist7 nn 
set Ist8 un 
proc c:idec:k { 
global lstl lst2 
global lst6 




global sha shb shf shm shg 
global dya dym dyg 
switch $ ( 
( 


















) elseif {$ t==l} 
pl_regress cya 
} elseif {$ t==2} 
order cya 2 












($ " I 
likelihood 
) elseif ($ t=="t2") 
likelihood cya 2 
} elseif{ t=="t3"} 
likelihood cya 
} elseif ($flag_t=="t4" , 
likelihood cya 4 
) elseif ($flag_t=="tS", 
likelihood cya 5 
} elseif ($ "t6"J 
likelihood 
) elseif {$ t=="t7'" 
likelihood cya 
, elseif {$flag_t=="t8"} 
likelihood cya 8 
} {$ 
"} 
nr methodm2 cya 
} elseif {$ t="'''e3''} 
cya 
f {$flag_t=="e4"} 
nr methodm4 cya 
{$ flag_ t=="np "} 
n_periodic cya 





It aha sha 
} 
p_order sha 3 




" ( austenite phase" 




















likelihood sha 1 
) elseif {$flag_t=="t2"} 
likelihood sha 2 
) elsei f ( t=="t3" ) 
likelihood sha 3 
I elseif IS "I 
likelihood 
I elseif 1$ t=="tS"J 
likelihood sha 
} elseif ($ t==-t6") 
likelihood sha 
} elseif { t=="t7"} 
likelihood sha 
) elseif ($ t=="t8") 
likelihood 
} elseif ($ 
methodml 











($ flag_ t==2 ) 
dya 2 




{o$ flag_ t==5 J 
5 
{ .$ flag t==6 J 
dya 6 -
l {o$flag t==7J 
dya 7 -
f (o$ flag_ t==8) 
dya 8 
I {o$flag t=="tl"} 
,likelihood dya-l 
I elseif {$ "I 
likelihood dya 
} elseif {$flag_t=="t3"j 
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I elseif {$flag_t==tft4tfl 
likelihood dya 4 
} elseif {$ "I 
likelihood dya 
} elseif 1$ "I 
} elseif {$ tfJ 
likelihood 
} elseif. {$ 
likelihood 
} elseif !$ 
nyeriodic dya 







p_order cyp 5 






J {$ tf} 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ "} 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ "} 
likelihood cyp 3 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 













. J elseif 1$ 
likelihood 























order shp 6 









} elseif 1$ 
likelihood 
J elseif {S 
likelihood 
J elseif {$ 
likelihood 
J elseif { 
likelihood 
} elseif { 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 



















n periodic shp 
elseif {$flag_t=="ps"} 
periodic shp 
if ($ t==O) ( 
S2 
itable temperature density "(Density) 
elseif {o$flag_t==l} { 
pI regress dyp 
ei£ ($flag_t:::::::::2} 
dyp 2 
( $ flag_ t==3} 
dyp 3 
( $ flag_ t==4. } 
dyp 4. 
( $ flag_ t==S } 
dyp 5 
} ($flag_t==6) 
dyp 6 . 
( $ flag_ t==7 } 
dyp 7 
( $ flag_ t==8 ) 
order dyp 8 
f {$flag t=="tl"} 
likelihood dyp -1 . 
} elseif ($£lag_t=="t2"} 
likelihood dyp 2 
! elseif {$flag_t=="t3"! 
likelihood dyp 3 
} elseif {$flag_t=="t4."} 
likelihood dyp 4. 
I elsei£ {$flag t=="tS"} 
likelihood dyp-S 
I elseif {$flag_t=="t6"} 
likelihood dyp 6 
) eif ($flag t=="t7") 
likelihood dyp-7 
) elseif ($flag_t=="t8"1 
dyp 8 
) elseif ($flag_t=="el") 
nr rnethodml dyp 
} eIseif ($flag t=="e2"J 
nr rnethodrn2 dyp 




















conductivity "(Conductivity) bainite 
elseif {$ 
pl_regress 
elseif {$ .{ 





p_order cyb 5 
} elseif {$ 
p_order cyb 6 






} elseif {$ 
li.kelihood 
) elseif 1$ "t3") 
likelihood 
} elseif {$flag_t==Ht4"} 
likelihood cyb 4 
} elseif {$flag t=="tS"} 
likelihood cyb-S 
} elseif {$flag t==Ht6"} 
likelihood cyb-6 
} elseif 1$ t=="t7"} 
likelihood cyb 7 
) elseif ($flag_t=="tS") 
likelihood cyb 8 
} elseif ($flag t=="el H) 




nr methodm3 cyb 
} eIseif { t=="e4"} 
specific 





} elseif t==4} 
p_order shb 4 





















{ $ } elseif 




} elseif {$flag_t==8} 
p_order shb S 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 
} elseif {$flag_t=="t2"} 
likelihood shb 2 
} elseif ($ 
likelihood 
) elseif {$ 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood shb 
} else!f [$ 
likelihood 
} else!f [$ H} 
likelihood shb 
} else!f ($flag_t=="tS") 
likelihood shb S 
} elseif {$flag_t=="el"} 
nr methodml shb 
) elseif {$flag_t=="e2"} 
nr methodm2 shb 
J elseif {$flag_t=="e3"j 





if (~flag_t==O) { 
itable temperature 
} else!f [$ 
pl_regress dyb 
I elseif [$ 
p_order dyb 2 
I elseif ($ 
p_order dyb 3 
) else!f {$ flag_ t==4} 
p_order dyb 4 
I elseif {$ 
p order 
} elseif { 
p_order dyb 6 
} else!f ($ 
p_order dyb 7 
) else!f {$ 
p_order dyb 8 
} elseif {$ "I 
likelihood 
I else!f {$ HI 
likelihood 
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} elseif 1$ t=="t3"} 
li kelihood dyb 
} elseif 1$ 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ "} 
likelihood 
} elseif {$flag_t=="t6"} 
likelihood dyb 6 
} elseif 1$ H} 
likelihood 
} elseif 1$ "} 
likelihood 




} elseif {$flag_t=="e3"} 
methodm3 dyb 
} {$flag t=="e4"} 
nr methodm4 dyb 
} elseif {$flag_t=="np"} 
n dyb 












} elseif ($ 
likelihood 
) elseif {$ "} 
likelihood 
I elseif ($ H} 
likelihood 
} elseif ($ 
likelihood 
) elseif ($flag_t=="t6") 
ss 










likelihood cyf 6 
} elseif {$flag_t=:i::"t7"} 
likelihood cyf 7 
} elseif {$flag_t=="tS"} 
likelihood cyf8 
} elseif {$flag_t==="el"} 
nr_methodrni cyf 
} elseif {$flag_t=="e2"} 
nr_methodrn2 cyf 
} elseif {$flag_t=="e3"} 
nr_methodrn3 cyf 
} elsei:r {$flag_t=="e4"} 
nr_methodrn4 cyf 
} elseif {$flag_t=="np"} 
n_periodic cyf 




if ($ flag_ t==O ) 
56 
itable temperature "specific heat" "(Specific-Heat) ferrite 
phase" shf shf 
) elseif {$flag_t==I} 
pI regress shf 
elseif {$flag_t==2} 
p_order shf 2 
} elseif {$flag_t==3} 
p order shf 3 
} ~lseif ($flag_t==4) 
p_order shf 4 
} elseif {$flag_t==5} 
p_order shf 5 
) elseif {$flag_t==6} 
p_order shf 6 
} elseif {$flag_t:::::=7} 
p_order shf 7 
} elseif ($flag_t==S) 
p_order shf S 
} elseif {$flag t=="tl"} 
likelihood shf I 
} elseif ($flag_t=="t2") 
likelihood shf 2 
} elseif {$flag_t=="t3"j 
likelihood shf 3 
} elseif {$flag_t=="t4"} 
likelihood shf 4 
} elseif ($flag t=="tS") 
likelihood shf-S 
} elseif ($flag t=="t6") 
likelihood shf-6 
) elseif {$flag_t=="t7"} 
likelihood shf 7 
) elseif {$flag t=="t8"} 
likelihood shf-S 
} elseif {$flag_t=="el"} 
nr methodrni shf 
} elseif {$flag t=="e2"} 
nr methodrn2 shf 
} elseif {$flag_t=="e3"} 


























p_order dyf 6 
} elseif ($ t==7) 
P order dyf 7 
) elseif 1$ 
p_order dyf 8 
) elseif 1$ 
likelihood 




I elseif ($ HI 
likelihood 
) elseif ($ 
likelihood 
) elseif ($ 
likelihood 





) elseif 1$ "I 
nr methodml 



















likelihood cym 1 
I elseif {$flag_t=="t2"1 
likelihood cym 2 
I elseif ($flag t==ltt3 It ) 
likelihood cym-3 
} elseif ($ It, 
likelihood cym 4 
) elseif 1$ t=="tS"} 
likelihood cym 
I elseif ($flag_ t=="t6", 
likelihood cym 6 
I elseif ($ "t7") 
likelihood 
I elseif 1$ t=="tS"1 
likelihood cym 
} elseif {$flag_t=="el"} 
( 


















p_order shIn 6 
} elseif {$ t==7} 
p_order shIn 7 
1 elseif ($ t==8) 
p_order shIn 8 
I elseif ($ 
likelihood 
) elseif ($ t=="t2"J 
elseif ($ 
likelihood 
) elseif ($ 
likelihood 




}' elseif ($ 
likelihood 
I elseif 1$ 
likelihood 
I elseif 1$ 
nr methodml 









" } { 
n_periodic shIn 





itable temperature density "( 













{ $ flag_ t==8 } 
dym 8 
} eif ($ " ) 
likelihood dym 1 















} elseif l$flag_t=="t3"} 
likelihood dym 3 
} elseif I It} 
likelihood dym 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood dym 
} elseif I "} 
likelihood dym 
} elseif ($ 
elseif "I 
nr_methodml dym 
} elseif {$flag t=="e2ft} 
nr_methodm2 dyiU 
} elseif {$ "I 
nr methodm3 dym 
} elseif I t=="e4"} 
nr methodm4 dym 
60 
} {$flag_ "} I 
dym 
"} { 
elseif {$ } { 
} elseif {$ t==2} 
p_order cyg 2 
} elseif l$flag_t==3} 
p_order cyg 3 
} elseif {$flag_ 
cyg 4 
{ t==5} 
p_order cyg 5 
} elseif { t==6} 
p_order cyg 6 





likelihood cyg 1 
} elseif ($ 
likelihood 














} elseif {$ 
likelihood 
} elseif ($ 
likelihood 





} elseif ($ ") 
nr_methodm3 cyg 
} elseif 1$ t=-"e4") 
nr_methodm4 cyg 
61 
} elseif {$ } { 
n periodic cyg 
j ;lseif {$ "} { 
cyg 
fie { 
if {$ flag_ t==O} 
itable temperature 
phases" shg shg 
} elseif {$flag_t==l} 
pI regress shg 
elseif l$flag_t==2} 
p_order shg 2 
} elseif l$flag_t==3} 
p_order shg 3 
} elseif l$flag_t==4} 
p_order shg 4 
} elseif 1$ t==5} 
p_order shg 5 
} elseif !$flag t==6} 
shg 6 -
! $ flag_ t==7} 
shg 7 
{$ 
order shg S 
} f ($flag_t=="tI") 
likelihood shg 1 
} elseif I$flag t=="~2"1 
likelihood shg-2 
} elseif l$flag_t=="t3"} 
likelihood shg 3 . 
} elseif {$flag_t=="t4"} 
likelihood shg 4 
} elseif ($flag_t=="tS") 
likelihood shg 5 
} elseif ($flag t=="t6") 
likelihood shg-6 
} elseif ($flag t=="t7") 
likelihood shg-7 
} elseif {$flag t=="tS"j 
likelihood shg-a 



















nr methodm4 shg 
} elseif ($ ") { 
n periodic shg 






} elseif ($ 
likelihood 
J elseif ($ It) 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 





















conductivity (set lstl [savedata cya $lstl) 
set lst2 [savedata cyb $lst2) 
set lst3 [savedata cyf ] 
set lst4 [savedata ] 
set lst5 [savedata ] 
set lst6 [savedata 1 
set 1st? (savedata ] 
set lst8 [savedata cyb ] 
plot_all conductivity 0 15 $lst1 $lst2 $lst3 
t7 t8l 
fic {set 1st! (savedata 
set lst2 [savedata shb 
set lst3 [savedata shf 
set lst4 [savedata shIn ] 
set lst5 [savedata shg 1 
set lst6 [savedata shal $lst6] 
set 1st? (savedata shga $lst?] 
set lst8 [savedata shp J 
plot specific-heat 0 15 $lst2 $lst4 
$lst8 } 
density (set [savedata dya 
set lst2 [savedata dyb $lst2] 
set lst3 [savedata t3] 
set lst4 [savedata ] 
set lst5 [savedata t51 
set lst6 [savedata 1 
set 1st? (savedata t?j 
set lst8 (savedata 
all 
$lst8} 
set 4 0 
proc thermal t namex 
. therm 
• therm +200+150 
frame .therm.lside 
frame .therm.rside 
frame .therm.wl -width 30m 
frame • theon.w2 -width 30m 
label .theon.label! -text 











foreach prop { fic heat" } { 
radiobutton .therm.[car \ 
-relief flat -variable tprop -value {car $prop] 




















.therm.ok -text OK -width 5 \ 
-command {cideck $ 
button .therm.cancel -text Cancel-width 5 -command { 
wm title .therm 
pack .therm.labell -side left -in .therm.wl -side top -padx 2m 1m 
. therm.labe12 -side left -in .-therm. w2 -side top 2m -pady 1m 
.therm.w1 -in .therm.lside -side 
.therm.w2 -in .therm.rside -side 
pack .therm.1side -side left -padx 3m -pady 3m 





pack .therm.austenite .therm.bainite .therm.ferrite \ 
.therm.pearlite .therm.martensite .therm.general .therm.sketches \ 
-in .therm.rside -side -anchor w 
.therm. .therm. .therm. 
-in .therm.lside -side -pady 1m -anchor w 
pack .therm.ok -in .therm.lside -side left 
.therm.cancel -in .therm.lside -side 
# MODULE MECHANICAL INPUT DECKS 
.x 
\ 
2m -pady 2m 
-padx 2m 2m 
#----------------~-----------------------------------------------------------
# 
# NAME: mcideck - mechanical input deck 
# PURPOSE co-ordinates choices of five each have 6 phases 
# INPUTS /phase / 
# AUTHOR A phaswana 
#--------~--------------------------------------------------------------------
proc tprop) { 
1stl 1st2 lst3 1st4 lstS 
1st6 1st? lst8· 








































{ II } 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ m=="t2 II} { 
likelihood yma 2 
} elseif {$ m=="t3"} { 
likelihood yma 
} elseif {$flag m=="t4"1 
likelihood yma - 4 




} elseif {$ 
likelihood 
I elseif { 
likelihood yma 8 
I elseif { "I 
" I 
periodic yma 
} elseif {$flag_m=,=nnp"} 
n yma 
ratio" "austinite 
" yma yma 











order pra 3 
f {$ m==4 I 








p_order pra 8 
I elseif {$ "I 
likelihood·pra 
I elseif {$ m=="t2"1 
likelihood pra 
} elseif {$ m=="t3 lf l 
likelihood pra 3 
} elseif {$ "} 
likelihood pra 
} elseif { m="'''tS"} 
likelihood pra 
J elseif 1$ "} 
likelihood pra 
} elseif {$ HI 
likelihood pra 
} elseif {$flag_m=="t8"} 
likelihood pra 8 
} elseif ($flag_m=="el") 
nr_methodrnl pra 












itable temperature "yield stress" "austenite 
} elseif {$ } ( 
pl_regress ysa 






{$ { . 
p_order ysa 5 
















} elseif {$flag_m=="tl"} 
likelihood ysa 1 
} elseif {$flag_m=="t2"} 
likelihood ysa 2 
} elseif {$ n} 
likelihood 
) elseif 1$ m=="t4 "} 
likelihood ysa 4 
} elseif {$fla9_m=="t5"} 
likelihood ysa 5 
} else!f {$ 
likelihood 
} else!f ($ 
likelihood 
) elseif 1$ 
likelihood ysa 
) elseif ($flag_m=="el") 
m=="e2") 
nr methodm2 ysa 
} elseif {$ m=;;"e3") 
nr methodm3 ysa 
{$flag_m=="e4"} 
methodm4 ysa 






m==O I ( 
") 
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itable temperature "thermal strain" "austenite 
} elseif 1$ m==lJ I 
pl_regresstsa 





p order tsa 4 
elseif 1$ 
order tsa 5 
eif {$flag_m==6} 
tsa 6 
($ m==7) ( 
tsa 7 
($ m==8) 
order tsa 8 
} f 1$ m=="tl") 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 
} elseif ($ 
likelihood 
) elseif ($ 
likelihood 
) elseif 1$ 
likelihood 














} elseif {$flag m=="t7"} 
likelihood tsa-7 
} elseif {$flag_m=="tS"} 
likelihood tsa S 
} elseif{$flag_m=="el"} 
methodml tsa 

























} elseif { 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 
{ 
} elseif {$flag m=="t6"} 
likelihood ymb-6 
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l" "strain - austenite" 










} elseif ($ 
likelihood 
) elseif ($ 
likelihood 
} elseif {$flag_m=="el"~ 




{$ flag_m=="e4 If I 
nr_methodm4 yrnb 
} elseif {$flag_ "} 
periodic yrnb 
} elseif {$ 
poissons { 
69 
if {$flag m==O} 
itable temperature "poissons ratio" "bainite phase" prb 
} elseif { } { 
m==5} 
m==61{ 
order prb 7 
($ m==8) 
p_order prb 8 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 
I e1:seif {$flag_m=="t2"1 
likelihood prb 2 
I elseif { til 
likelihood 
I elseif ($flag m=="t4") 
likelihood prb-4 
} elseif ($ H) 
likelihood 
} elseif ($ H) 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 


















............... "" prb 
order ysb 6 
f ($ m==7) 
p_order ysb 7 
J els ei f {$ flag_ m==8 } 
p order ysb 8 
} elseif ($flag m"'="tl") 
likelihood ysb 1 
) elseif 1$ 
likelihood 
) elseif ($ HI 
likelihood 
) elseif 1$ 
likelihood 
} elseif ($ If} 
likelihood 
J elseif {$flag_m=="t6") { 
likelihood ysb 6 
I elseif {$flag m=="t7" J 
likelihood ysb-7 






elseif 1$ "I 
periodic ysb 






itable temperature "thermal strain" "bainite 














order tsb 2 




! $ I 
p_order tsb 5 
} elseif ($ 
tsb 6 
($ 
p order tsb 7 
elseif { m==8} 
order tsb 8 
} f ($ ") 
likelihood 
) elseif {$ 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ "} 
likelihood 
} elseif 1$ ") 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 
} elseif ($flag_m=="t6") 
likelihood tsb 6 
I elseif {$flag_m=="t7"} 
likelihood tsb 7 
} elseif 1$ ") 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
methodml 
f I $ If} 
"} 
"} 




if {$flag m==O} 
ishtabl; "epsilon" "H(epsilon}" "strain hardening bainite" sh b 
} elseif {$ } { 


















p order ymf 5 







} elseif {$ 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
} f {$ 
likelihood 
} elseif ($ 
likelihood 
) elseif ($ 
likelihood 
) elseif ($ 
likelihood 
} elseif ($ 
likelihood 


































} elseif {$ 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 





nr methodm3 prf 
J eIseif {$ "} 
nr_methodm4 
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} elseif {$flag_m=="ps"}{ 
periodic prf 
} elseif ($ H) 
{ 
if ! $ 
itable 
} elseif 
pI regress ys 







order ysf 2 
































likelihood ys f 6 
} elseif ($ "} 
likelihood ysf 7 
} elseif {$flag_m=="tS"} 
likelihood ysf S 














p order tsf 2 
} elseif ($flag_m==3} 
p,-order tsf 3 
} elseif {$ m==4} 
p_order tsf 4 
} elseif m==5} 
p_order tsf 5 
} elseif {$ m==6} 
p_order tsf 6 
} elseif {$ m==?} 
p order tsf ? 
) elseif { m==S} 
p order S 
) elseif 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 
} elseif ($ 
likelihood 
} elseif ($ 
likelihood 
} elseif .{$ 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
nr methodrnl 
} {$ 











nr methodm4 tsf 
I elseif ($flag_m::::="ps") 
periodic tsf 




















order ymm 3 
{$ 
order ymm 4 
seif {$ { 
order ymm 5 
elseif {$ m==6} 
order ymm 6 
{$ 
p-order ymm 7 
} elseif {$flag_m=::::8 } 
order ymm 8 
{$ 
likelihood 
I elseif ($ 
likelihood 
I elseif 1$ 
likelihood 
) elseif 1$ 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 
} elseif 1$ 
likelihood 
} elseif { 
likelihood 




























f {$ "} 
ymm 
elseif {$ "} 
ymm 
sons 



































































elseif ($ m==2) 
ysm 2 
elseif ($ m==3) ( 
order ysm 3 
f ($ m==4) 
p-order ysm 4 
) elseif ($ m==5) 
p-order ysm 5 
} elseif ($ 
p-order ysm 6 
) elseif ($ m==7) 
order ysm 7 
f {$ 
p order ysm 8 
I elseif {$ m=="tl" } 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ "} 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ m==:"t3"} 
likelihood 
} elseif ($ " } 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ m==="tS"} 
likelihood ysm 
} elseif { "t6"} 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 
} elseif ($ 
likelihood ysm 
) elseif ($ m=="el"}
nr_methodml ysm 
elseif ($ m=="e2"J 
nr_methodm2 ysm 
I elseif {$ m=="e3"} 
nr methodm3 ysm 
} eIseif {$ "} 
nr methodm4 ysm 
I elseif {$ til 
ysm 




if ($flag m==O) 
itable temperature "thermal strain" "martensite phase" tsm tsm 




















sh m sh m 
} elseif ($ 
p_order tsm 8 
) elseif {$ If} 
likelihood tsm 
} elseif {$flag_m=="t2"} 
likelihood tsm 2 
} elseif {$ m=="t3"} 
likelihood tsm 
} elseif {$flag_m=="t4"} 
likelihood tsm 4 
} elseif 1$ "} 
likelihood 
} elseif ($ m=="t6") 
likelihood tsm 
} elseif {$flag m=="t7"} 
likelihood tsm-7 
} elseif {$flag_m=="t8"} 
likelihood tsm 8 





nr methodm4 tsm 
f 1$ It) 
tsm 




ishtable "epsilon" ItH 
) elseif {$ } { 
pl sh m 
} 
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" "strain - martensite" 
switch $ 
if m===O} 
temperature "youngs modulus" "over all phases" ymg ymg 
I elseif {$flag_m==lJ { 
pI_regress ymg 


























} elseif ($ t2") 
likelihood 
} elseif 1$ m=="t3"} 
likelihood ymg 
} else!f ($ m=="t4 ") 
likelihood 
) elseif 1$ "} 
likelihood ymg 
} elseif {$flag_m=="t6"} 
likelihood ymg 6 
) elseif {$ m=="t7"} 
likelihood ymg 
} elseif ($flag_m=="t8") 
likelihood ymg 8 




). elseif ($ ") 
methodm3 ymg 






























} elseif ($flag m=="t2") 
likelihood prg-2 
J elseif 1$ "} 
likelihood prg 
} ($ ") 
likelihood prg 
} elseif ($ H) 
likelihood prg 
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} elseif {$ m== tl t8"} 
likelihood prg 
) elseif {$ m=="el"} 
nr methodml prg 















order ysg 3 
f ($flag_m==41 
order ysg 4 
If} 







order ysg 8 
} eif {$flag m=="tl H } 
likelihood ysg-l 
j elseif {$ tI} 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 
} elaeif {$ H} 
likelihood ysg 
} alseif {$flag_m=="tS"j 
likelihood ysg 5 
J elseif {$flag_m=="t6"} 
likelihood ysg 6 
} elseif {$flag_m=="t7"} 
likelihood ysg 7 
} elseif {$ m=="t8 It} 
likelihood ysg 
} elseif {$flag m=="el"} 
methodml ysg 
f {$ "} 
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) elseif ($flag_m=="e4") 
nr_methodm4 ysg 
) elseif ($flag_m=="ps") 
periodic ysg 






itable temperature "thermal strain" "over all phases" tsg tsg 
) elseif {$flag_m==l} 
pI_regress tsg 
j elseif {$flag_m==2j 
porder tsg 2 
) elseif {$flag_m==3) 
p_order tsg 3 
) elseif {$flag_m==4) 
p_order tsg 4 
} elseif {$flag_m==S) 
p_order tsg 5 
} elseif {$flag_m==6} 
p_order tsg 6 
) elseif {$flag_m==7) 
p_order tsg 7 
) elseif {$flag_m==S) 
p_order tsg S 
) elseif ($flag_m=="tl") 
likelihood tsg 1 
) elseif ($flag_m=="t2") 
likelihood tsg 2 
) elseif ($flag_m=="t3") 
likelihood tsg 3 
) elseif ($flag_m=="t4") 
likelihood tsg 4 
) elseif ($flag_m=="tS") 
likelihood tsg 5 
) elseif {$flag_m:::::::::"t6") 
likelihoodtsg 6 
) elseif {$flag_m=="t7"J 
likelihood tsg 7 
) elseif ($flag_m=="tS") 
likelihood tsg 8 
) elseif ($flag_m=="el") 
nr_methodml tsg 
) elseif {$flag_m=="e2"j 
nr_methodm2 tsg 
) elseif ($flag_m=="e3"j 
nr_methodm3 tsg 
) elseif {$flag_m=="e4") 
nr_methodm4 tsg 
) elseif {$flag_m=="ps"j 
periodic tsg 


























J elseif {$ flag_ m=="t2"} 
likelihood ymA 2 
} elBeif {$flag_m=="t3"} { 
likelihood ymA 3 
} elseif ($flag m=="t4") 
likelihood -4 
} elBeif 1$ "} 
likelihood 
} elseif 1$ 
likelihood 
} el'Beif 1$ "} 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ m=="tS"} 
likelihood ymA S 




} elseif ($flag_m=="e3") 
} 














order prA 2 
{$flag_m==3} 
p order prA 3 




I elseif {$ 
likelihood 





1 elseif {$ 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 




p order 3 



























order ysA B 
m==B }. 
} eif {$ It} 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 
I elseif {$flag m=="t3Of} 
likelihood ysA-3 




} elseif {$flag m=="t6"} 
likelihood -6 
} elseif {$ !I} 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 




{$ flag_ m==3} 
tsA 3 
{$flag_m==4 } 




p order tsA 6 
} elseif {$ 
p_order tsA 7 
} elseif {$ 




} elseif {$ "} 
likelihood tsA 
} elseif {$flag m=:="t2"} 
likelihood tsA-2 
} elseif {$flag_m=="t3"} 
likelihood tsA 3 
J elseif IS ". 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ 
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likelihood tsA 5 
I elseif {$ 
likelihood tsA 6 
} elseif {$ 
likelihood 




f { m=="e4"} 
nr methodrn4 tsA 
{$ If} 
tsA 








} elseif "} 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ .. } 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ tt} 
likelihood 
} elseif ($ It ) 
likelihood 
} elseif {$ "} 
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.. "strain to 












likelihood ymG 6 
) elseif ($ 
likelihood 





nr methodm3 ymG 
} elseif !$flag_m=="e4"} 






{ .. } 
pI_regress prG 
) elseif {$ 





} elseif {$flag m=="tl"} 
likelihood prG 1 
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} elseif {$ ( 
likelihood 
) elseif { 
likelihood 
} else!f ($ 
likelihood 
) eLseif ($ 
likelihood 
) elseif {$ 
likelihood 
) elseif {$ 
likelihood prG 
} elseif { 
likelihood 
} eLseif {$ 
nr methodml 
} else!f ($ 
















} elseif ($ 
likelihood 
) elseif 1$ 
likelihood 
) elseif (o$ 
likelihood 
) elseif {o$ 
likelihood 
} elseif {o$ 
likelihood 
} elseif 1$ 
nr methodml 




if {o$ } { 
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order tsG 8 
elseif {$ m=="tl"} 
likelihood 
elseif {$ " } 
likelihood 








elseif { m=="t7" } 
likelihood 
elseif { If} 
likelihood tsG 8 
elseif {$ It} 
methociml tsG 










) elseif { } { 
sketches 
switch ( 
youngs {set Istl [savedata yma 
set lst2 [savedata ymb 
strain" " tsG 











set lst3 [savedata $lst3] 
set lst4 [savedata ynun $lst4] 
set lstS [savedata ymg $lstS] 
set lst6 [savedata ymA $lst6] 
set lst7 [savedata ymG $lst7] 
set lsta [savedata ymp $lsta] 
plot all "youngs modulus" o 15 tl $lst2 $lst3 $lst4 $lstS 
$lst6 $lst7 $lst8} 
poissons {set lstl (savedata pra $lstl] 
set Ist2 [savedata $lst2] 
set lst3 [savedata ] 
set lst4 [savedata prm $lst4] 
set lsts [savedata prg $lstS] 
set lst6 [savedata prA $113 
set lst7 [savedata prG $lst7] 
set lsta [savedata prp $lst8] 
all ons ratio" 0 15 







(set lst1 [savedata ysa $lst1] 
set lst2 [savedata $lst2] 
set lst3 [savedata ysf $lst3] 
set lst4 [savedata ysm $lst4] 
set lsts [savedata ysg $lstS] 
set lst6 [savedata ySA $lst6] 
set lst7 (savedata ysG $lst7] 
set lsta [savedata ysp t8] 
all stress" 0 15 
$lst81 
thermal (set lst1 [savedata tsa $lstl] 
set lst2 [savedata tsb $lst2] 
set 1st::! [savedata tsf $lst3] 
set lst4 [savedata tsm $lst4] 
set lstS [savedata tsg $lsts] 
set lst6 [savedata tsA $lst61 
set lst7 [savedata 1 
set lst8 [savedata 1 














[savdata2 sh a1 $lstl1 
[savdata2 sh ga t2] 
[savedata sh-f $lst3] 
[savedata sh=m $lst4] 
[savedata sh_g $lst5] 
[savedata sh_a1 $ 
set lst7 [savedata shga 
if ( != .... !t& !="'" 
plot sh "strain:A-Phases" al $lstl 
plot=sh strain:G-Phases" ga $lst2 




plot sh "strain:A-Phases" al $lstl 
} else { 
set 1stl .. " 
set lst2 "" 
















set Ist3 "If 
set Ist4 nn 
set Ist5 un 
set Ist6 un 
set 1st? un 
set Ist8 fin 
#-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
# NAME : mechanical 
# PURPOSE of mechanical 
# INPUTS : ititle namex namey / 






WID geometry .m +200+150 
frame .m.lside 
frame .m.rside 
frame .m.w1 -width 30m 
frame .m.w2 -width 30m 
6m -relief raised -borderwidth 4 
6m -relief raised -borderwidth 4 
label .m.label1 -text 
label .m.labe12 -text 
foreach prop {"youngs modulus" ratio" \ 
stress" "thermal strain" "strain "} { 
radiobutton .m.[car -text \ 
-relief flat -variable -value [car 
{"ferrite" \ 
" "bainite" "martensite" "austenite" \ 
" "sketches"} 
radiobutton .m.fcar 
-relief flat -variable 
set $ 
-text $phase \ 
-value [car 
button .m.ok -text OK -width 5 -command { 
mcideck $ $ 
} 
button .m.cancel -text Cancel -width 5 -command { 
WID title .m 
.m.labell -side left -in .m.w1 -side 















.m.wl.-in .m.lside -side 










.m.ferrite .m. .m.bainite .m.martensite \ 
.m.austenite .m. .m. .m.gamma \ 
.m.sketches -in .m.rside -side -anchor w 
pack .m.youngs .m. sons .m. .m.thermal \ 
.m.strain -in .m.lside -side top O.7m -anchor w 
.m.ok -in .m.lside -side left 2m 2m 










stdishp.x - standard interface 
list filenames, loaddata and 
lfiles, itable, savedata, loaddata, loadm 
written Arthur Phaswana 
#source s . x 
source filman.x 
tinit.x 








set st un 
set copyIst un 
set Is 










set fwd 0 
set v 1 
itable 
gets data from user 
namex, namey, ititle 
title of the windows 











proc ishtable {namex namey ititle 
\ 
wm geometry .inputdata +200+150 
# wm minsize 450 350 
# wm maxsize . 450 350 
























6m -relief raised 
6m relief raised 
6m -relief raised 
6m -relief raised 











$editlst [expr $fwd*8 + 1]] 
.11 -bg black white 




.t1 configure -bg black white 
editlst [linsert $editlst 0 [expr $fwd*8 + I}] 
[expr 1+1] 
} 
button . .index2 -text 2 -width 2 -command 
2>0 && {lsearch $editlst [expr $fwd*8 + 2]]>=0} { 
.12 configure -bg white black 









.t2 configure -bg white black 
2-1] 
$editlst [expr $fwd*8 + 2]] 
.12 -bg black white 
. r2 -bg black - white 
.t2 -bg black white 
editlst [linsert $editlst 0 $fwd*8 + 2]] 
( ] 
.index3 -text 3 -width 2 -command { 
&& (lsearch $editlst texpr $fwd*8 + 3]]>=0) ( 

















set edit1st [1rernove 
set i 3 [expr $i_3-11 





set edit1st [linsert 
set i 3 [expr ] 
button . 
if 






set editlst [ 
set i_4 [expr 




set editlst [linsert 




.index5 -text 5 
. r5 
.t5 
set editlst [lrernove 
set 1_5 [expr $i_5-1] 
} else { 
.15 
93 
white -fg black 
white black 




o [expr $fwd*8 + 3]) 
-width 2 -command 
t [expr $fwd*8 + 4]] >=0) ( 
white -fg black 
white - black 
white - black 





black - white 
t 0 [expr $fwd*8 + 4Jl 
-width 2 -command 
[expr $fwd*8 + 5]]>=0} { 




$fwd*8 + 5]] 
white 
.r5 black white 
.t5 -bg black -fg white 
set editlst (linsert $editlst 0 [expr $fwd*8 + 5]] 









.inputdata.t6 configure white - black 
set editlst [lrernove $editlst [expr $fwd*8 + 6]] 
set i [expr 1] 




black -fg white 
black -fg white 
black white 
] >=0 ) { 
set editlst [linsert 
set i 6 [expr _6+1] 





.index7 -text 7 -width 2 -command 













set editlst [lremove 
set [expr 7-1] 




white . black 
[expr $fwd*B + 7]] 
.inputdata.17 configure -bg black -fg white 
. inputdata.r7 -bg black -fg white 
.inputdata.t7 configure -bg black -fg white 
set editlst [linsert $editlst 0 [expr $fwd*B + 7]J 
I 
} 
set i (expr +1] 
button. .indexB -text B -width 2 -command 
if && [lsearch $editlst [expr $fwd*B + B]]>~OI { 
.1B configure -bg white -fg black 
.inputdata.rB configure -bg white -fg black 
.inputdata.tB configure -bg white fg black 
set editlst [lremove $editlst [expr $fwd*B + B]] 
I 
I 
set i B [expr B-I} 




set editlst [linsert 
set 8 [expr $i ] 
button . .files1 -text Save 
-command "ishsve $filename 
button. .files2 -text 





.labell -text $namex 
.labe12 -text 













pack .inputdata.right -side 
pack -side 
1m -pady 1m 
1m ·lm 
1m -pady 1m 
wm title . $ititle 
.inputdata.label1 -side left -in .w1 -side 
. inputdata.labe12 -side left -in .inputdata.w2 -side 
pack .labe13 -side left -in .inputdata.w3 -side 
-side left -in .inputdata.w4 -side 
pack .w1 -in .left -side 
.w3 -in . 
pack .inputdata.w2 -in -side top 






















<= $maxJ (iner v} { for (set v I} 
set e1 .. 
-textvariable 
set e12 .. 
.inputdata. -width 8 -relief sunken ~bg white -borderwidth 4 
" 
set e12 [format "%s($v,I)" 
eval 
set e2 -width 10 -relief sunken -bg white -borderwidth 4 
-textvariable .. 
set e22 Of 




.r$v -width 10 -relief sunken -bg white -borderwidth 4 
set e31 II 






<Return> "focus .inputdata. 
<Return> "focus .inputdata. 








.rB <Return> "focus. .t1" 
-in .inputdata.lleft -side 
.inputdata.lright -side top 
.inputdata.left -side top 
.inputdata. -side top 
# forward button. If it will execute the -command 
button .inputdata.fwd -text »» \ 
-command "ishfowrd $max inputdata $ 
button .inputdata.rev -text «« \ 
command "ishrevrse $max $ 
button . \ 
-width 4 




button. .reset -text Reset -width 4 -bg white \ 
-command "reset tbl " 
1 .. 
1m -pady O. 
1m -pady O. 7m 
1m -pady O. 7m 
1m -pady O. 7m 
button .inputdata.delete -text Delete -width 4 -bg white \ 
-command "eldelete 1 0" 
button. .copy -text Copy -width 4 
-command "elcopy 1" 
button .inputdata.cut -text Cut -width 4 
-command "elcut 
button . 



























button -text .. " 
.Heft 
.left 
.inputdata.rev -in .inputdata.right 
.inputdata. -in . 
set i 1 i i 4 i 5 i 7 
proc ishfowrd w } ( 
fwd v dum 
upvar var 
set fwd [expr $ fwd + 1J 
set max [expr $v + 7] 
set lb [expr - 11 
set len [expr [array size I 3] 
for {set v $v} { <= {incr v} 
if { < $v} ( 
set var($v,l) nn 
set var($v,2) "lit 
set var($v,3) nn 
set p [expr $v $Ib] 
8} 
index$p configure -text $v -width 2 
set e1 ".$w. configure -te~tvariable .. 
} 
set el2 U$temp" 
set e12 [format "%s($v,l)" 
eval 
set e2 .. .. 
set e21 "$temp" 
set e21 [format "%s($v,2)" 1J 
eval $e21 
set e3" .r$p' configure -textvariable II 
set e31 "$temp" 
set e31 [format "%s( 3)" 
eval 
proc ishrevrse w ) { 
global fwd v 
if {$v > 9} { 
set fwd $fwd - 11 
set v [expr $v 16] 
set max [expr + 7] 
set lb [expr $v - 1] 
for {set v $v.} {$v <= (incr v) ( 
set p - $ 
.$w. -width 2 
set el " -textvariable II 
set e12 "$temp" 












set e2 n.$w.l$p 
set e21 "$temp" 
-textvariable, .. 
set e21 [format "%s( 
eval $e2$e21 
2)" $e21J 
set e3 ".$w. 
set e31 "$ 
-textvariable II 






set 1st {} 
proc ishlad {fname m ext} ( 
upvar $m mat 
globalIst 
set fname [·fileselect $ext] 
if ({string $fname] > 2 } 
set 1st [ $lst $fname] 
if ( $lst I) ( 
return 





proc ishsve (fname m ext) 
globalIst filename 
if ($filename!=noname.OOl) 
set fname $filename 
} else { 
set fname [fileselect 
} 
set fname [file rootname $ 
if {$fname==""} ( 
return 
) 
if (file exists $fnameJ 
.$ext 
set result [tk 
"File already-exists,' II 
"Warning" \ 
warning 0 Rewrite Cancel] 
if { == O} { 
set 1st [savdata2 mat $lst] 
filesave $fname 













} else { 
set 1st [savdata2 mat $lst] 
files ave $lst $fname 
set 1st "., 
return 
proc savdata2 {mat 1st} { 
upvar $mat m 
set If n 
set 1st "" 
98 
set asize [expr [array 
for {set i $asize} {$i 
size / 3] 
if {$ m ( ,1) ! .11. I I 
if ($m($i,l) != ""} 
set temp ( , I) 
if {$m ( ,1) == '"'} ( 
set m($i / l) 
set ,1) 
set y ,2) 
set z ,3) 
>= 1) {set i [expr 
($i,2) != .... && 





proc ishladm {mat 1st} { 
upvar m 
# set 1st [lasortbi 
set max [ 
for {set i l} { 
set m( ,ll (car 
set m( 12l [car 
set m($i,3) [cdr [cdr 





+ l]} {incr i} { 











# MODULE : THERMAL AND MECHANICAL COMPUTATION CODE GENERATOR 
.x 
set fwd 0 
set i 1 




WIn title $title 
i first fwd 
puts PreheatJustCalled 
WIn .inp +100+250 
frame · inp.mlf 
frame .inp.f 
frame · fO 
frame .fl 





frame · f7 
frame · fS 
frame · .f9 
.inp.m11 -text" " 
label .1 -text .. " 
pspeheat pdensity 
matrix title2 
len type titleS 
plnran I ( 
label .10 -text Element -
label .11 -text 


















































pctype pcnran \ 
prompt2 len2 type2 \ 
.inp.mlf . 
.f7 .inp.fS 

















set f n 






set f1 [format "%s ($i) n $f1J 
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white -textvariable .. 
eval $f$f1 
set f2 " 
set f3 .. 
.inp.speh$i -width 10 -bg white -textvariable " 
" 
set f3 [format "%s($i)" $f3] 
eval $ f3 
set f4 .dens$i -width 10 
set fS 
set fS $ f5] 
eval 
set f6 .inp.~vu~~v -width 
set f7 "$pcondtb" 
set f7 [format "%s($i)" 
eval $f6$f7 
set f8 "entry .inp. 
set f9 "$pspehtb" 
set f9 [format U%s($i)" 
eval $f8$f9 
set flO "entry .inp.dens 
set f11 "$pdenstb" 










set f12 "entry .inp.integ$i -width 5 
set f13 "$pintegv" 
set f13 [format "%s ($i)" $f13] 
eval $f12$f13 
set f14 "entry . 
set flS "$pmaterv" 
i-width 5 
set flS [format "%s ($i)" $f1S] 
eval $f14$fl5 
pack .inp.index$i -in 
pack .inp.ff$i -in. 














white -textvariable .. 
white -textvariable " 
white -textvariable .. 
white -textvariable " 
white -textvariab1e " 
white -textvariable " 
O.lm 
-pady 2m 
1. 2m -pady O.lm 
1.2m -pady 1. 2m 
1.2m -pady 1.2m 
1.2m -pady 1.2m 
1. 2m -pady 1. 2m 
1. 2m -pady 1. 2m 
1 . 2m -pady 1. 2m 
pack .inp. -in -side top 1.2m -pady 1.2m 
pack .integ$i -in 
pack .inp.next. . fwd .s 
.inp.prev -in .inp.f9 -side 
set first 1 
-side top -padx 1.2m -pady 1.2m 
proc set_mat {matx i 
upvar #0 $matx m 
if {$ind::=l) { 











) elseif {$ind==2} 
set m($i) ,·C .. 
} elseif {$ind==3} 
set m( I "RO" 
} 
proe set mat2 {matx ivaI) { 






pspeheat pdensity pspehtb pdenstb pmaterv pintegv \ 
pnran title4 opt prompt len type \ 
titleS opt2 prompt2 len2 type2 title3 pltype plval plnran pr_phase} { 
destroy .$~ 
epreheat $title $petype $peonduet $pspeheat \ 
$pspehtb $pnran \ 
$prompt $len $type $ $opt2 \ 
$title3 $plval $plnran $pr_phase 
return 
proe prevproe {w title peondtb pspehtb \ 
pdenstb pmaterv pintegv matrix title2 penran \ 
title4 opt prompt len type titleS opt2 prompt2 len2 \ 
\ 
title3 plnran} { 




set fwd [expr 
set max [expr 
set lb [expr 
for (set i 




$fwd + 1] 
+ 3] 
- 1] 
<= $max) finer i) 
- $lb] 
set fl [format "%s ($i)" $fl] 
{ 












eva1 $ f1 
set f2 
set f3 " 
set f3 [format "%s ( )" $f3] 
eva1 $f2$f3 
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-width 10 -bg white -textvariab1e .. 
set f4" .dens configure -width 10 white -textvariab1e 11 
set f5 "$pdensity" 
set f5 [format "%s($i)" 
eval $ f5 
set f6 ".$w. -width 5 -bg white -textvariable " 
set f7 "$pcondtb" 
set f7 [format "%s( 
eval $f6$f7 
set f8 .. -width 5 white -textvariab1e·" 
set f9 " 
set f9 [format "%s($i)" $f9] 
eval $f8$f9 
set flO " 5 white-textvariable It 
set f11 tb" 
set fll [format "%s ($i)" $fll] 
eval $ fll 
set f12 ".$w. configure -width 5 -bg white -textvariable .. 
set f13 "$pintegv" 
set f13 [format "%s ( ) .. $fl3] 
eval $f12$f13 
set f14 " -width 5 white -textvariable .. 
set f15 "$pmaterv" 
set tIS [format "%s {SH!' $f151 
eval Sf14$flS 
proc rev {w 
{ 
pdensity pcondtb pspehtb pdenstb pmaterv pintegv} 
i fwd 
if { } { 
set fwd $fwd - 1] 
set i [expr - 8] 
set max [expr + 3] 
set lb [expr - 1] 
for {set i $i} {<:::: } {incr iJ 
set ind [expr $i -
.index$ind configure -text $i 
set f ".$w.cond$ind configure -width 10 
set f1 It 
set f1 [format "%5($i)" $ 
eval $ f1 
set f2 -width 10 
set f3 
set f3 [format "%s( ) .. $f3] 
eval $f2$f3 
set f4 .. -width 10 
set fS 
set fS [format "%s ( 
eval .$ f5 
set f6 -width 5 
set f7 
set f7 [format "%5 ( ) .. $ f7] 
eval .$ f7 
white -textvariable n· 
white -textvariable " 
white -textvariable " 













set f8 ".$w.speht$ind 
set f9 "$pspehtb" 
set f9 [format "%s($i)" $f9] 
eval $f8$£9 
set flO ".$w.denst$ind 
set fll "$pdenstb" 
set fll [format "%s ($i) II $fll] 
eval $flO$fll 
set f12 ".$w.integ$ind configure 
set f13 "$pintegv" 
set fl3 [format "%s($i)" $fl3] 
eval $£12$fl3 
set f14 ".$w.mater$ind 
set flS 
set flS [format "%s ( )" $ flS] 
eval $£1 flS 
proc range1 (title matrix} ( 
fwd 
set line [expr $fwd*4 + 1] 
erange $title $line 
} 
proc {ti tIe matrix} { 
fwd 
set line [expr $fwd*4 + 2] 
erange $line 
} 
proc {title matrix} 
fwd 
set line [expr $fwd*4 + 3] 
erange $line 
} 
proc matrix) { 
global fwd 




set fwd3 0 
set i 1 
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-width S white -textvariable .. 
-width S -bg white -textvariable " 
-width S white -textvariable " 
-width S white -textvariable .. 














pintegv pnran \ 
prompt2 len2 type2 \ 
top level .cinp 
WIn ti tIe . cinp 








label · cinp.mll -text 




label · cinp.lO -text Nodes blue 
label .cinp.ll -text red 
label .cinp.12 -text Value red 
label .ffl -text N - blue 
label . ff2 -text N - blue 
label .ff3 -text N - blue 
label · cinp. ff4 -text N fg blue 
label .cinp.ff5 -text N fg blue 
.cinp.mlf .cinp.f .cinp.fO 
.cinp.mll -in .cinp.mlf 
pack .cinp.l -in .cinp.f 
pack .cinp.lO -in .cinp.fO 
.cinp.ll -in .cinp.fl 
.cinp.12 -in .cinp.f2 
button .cinp.indexl -width 2 
button .index2 -width 2 
button .cinp.index3 -width 2 





button . rani -text Range(sJ .. 
button . ran2 -text Range (5) •• 
button . cinp.ran3 -text Range (5) •• 
button . cinp.ran4 -text Range (5) •• 
button black -fg red 
button black -fg red 
button black - red 





















button . white -fg blue -text Prev \ 
cinp $title2 $pconduct 
$pspehtb $pdenstb 






















button .cinp.next fg blue -te~t Next \ 
-command "nextproc c $pltype $plval $plnran \ 
$title2 $pconduct 
$pdensity $pcondtb $pspehtb 
$title4 $opt $prompt $len 
$pdenstb $pmaterv $pintegv $pnran \ 







for {set i 1} { <= 4} {incr i} { 
set f -width 
set fl 
set fl [format n%5 ($i)" $fl] 
eval $f$fl 
set f2 -width 
set f3 "$cval" 
set f3 (format "%s ( ) .. $f3] 




-text Next \ 
$cval 
\ 
white -textvariable " 
\ 
white -textvariable II 
pack .cinp~index$i -in .cinp.m1f -side top -pady O.lm 




pack .cinp.next .cinp.fwd .cinp.stp 
.cinp.prev -in .cinp.f3 -side 




















title3 etype eval matrix pr_phase) 
destroy .$w 
puts InsideNextProe 
epreheat $title $pltype $plval $plnran \ 
$title2 $peonduct $pspeheat \ 
$pdensity $pcondtb $pspehtb $pdenstb $pmaterv $pintegv $pnran \ 
$title4 $opt prompt $len $type $title5 $opt2$prompt2 $len2 $type2 \ 
$title3 $ctype $eval $matrix $pr_phase 
proc nextproc_load (w title pltype pival pinran \ 
title2 pconduct pspeheat \ . 
pdensity pcondtb pspehtb pdenstb pmaterv pintegv pnran \ 
titIe4 opt prompt len type title5 opt2 prompt2 len2 type2 \ 
title3 ctype cval matrix pr_phase} { 
destroy . $w 
puts "where are you" 
insert all $title $pltype $plval $plnran \ 
$title2 $pconduct $pspeheat \ 
$pdensity $pcondtb $pspehtb $pdenstb $pmaterv $pintegv $pnran \ 
$title4 $'opt prompt $len $type $title5 $opt2 $prompt2 $len2 $type2 \ 
$title3 $ctype $cval $matrix $pr_phase 
proc prevproc_c (w title pconduct pspeheat \ 
pdensity pcondtb pspehtb pdenstb pmaterv pintegv pnran \ 
title2 pctype pcval pcnran titIe4 opt prompt len type \ 
titleS opt2 prompt2 len2 type2 title3 pltype plval plnran pr_phase} 
destroy .$w 
puts InsidePrevproc 
preheat $title $pconduct $pspeheat $pdensity $peondtb $pspehtb \ 
$type2 \ 
$pdenstb $pmaterv $pintegv $pnran $title2 $pctype $peval $penran \ 
$titIe4 $opt $prompt $len $type $titleS $opt2 $prompt2 $len2 
$title3 $pltype $plval $plnran $pr_phase 
proc ffast {w ctype eval} { 
global i fwd3 
set fwd3 [expr $fwd3 + 1] 
set max [expr $i + 3] 
set Ib [expr $i - 1] 
for (set i $i) ($i <= $max) {incr i} 
set ind [expr $i - $Ib] 
.$w.index$ind configure -text $i 
set f ".$w.con$ind configure -textvar " 
set f1 "$etype" 
set f1 [format "%s($ij" $f1] 
eval $f$fl 












set f3 n$cval". 
set f3 [format "%s ($i)" $f3] 
eval $ f3 
proc reve (w cval} { 
i fwd3 
if {$i>==8} { 
set fwd3 [expr $fwd3 - lJ 
set i [expr - 8J 
set max [expr $i + 3] 
set lb (expr $i 1] 
for {set i } {$i <== $max} {incr i} 
set ind [expr $i - $lb] 
.$w. configure -text $i 
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) .. $£1) 
set f3 [format "%s($i)" $f3] 




proc cindex1 (title w matrix) { 
global fwd3 
puts "Hello neo" 
set line [expr $fwd3~4 + 1] 
erange $title 
I 
proc cindex2 (title w 
fwd3 
set line [expr $fwd3*4 + 2] 
erange $line 
) 
proc cindex3 (title w matrix) ( 
global fwd3 
set line [exp~ $fwd3*4 +3] 












proc cindex4 (title w matrix) ! 
fwd3 




set fwd 0 
set i 1 
set first 0 
rix 








fwd i first 
PreheatJustCalled 

















































































pphase matrix title2 



















.110 -text T-tblno -fg red 
.111 -text MODEL -fg red 
.112 -text INTEG -fg red 
.113 -text PHASE -fg red 
· ffl -text E -fg blue 
· ff2 -text E -fg blue 
· fn -text E -fg blue 
· ff4 -text E -fg blue 
· ffS -text E -fg blue 
.m1f . inp.f .inp.fO .fl 
. f5 .f6 .inp. f7 . .f8 
lIO 
. . f2 . f3 . . f4 \ 
. . f9 \ 
. flO .fl2 . . fll . .fl3 , . fl4 -side left 
.mll -in ,inp.mlf 
.1 -in . . f 
.10 -in . inp.fO 
.inp.l1 -in .inp. fl 
.inp.12 -in .inp.f2 
.inp.13 -in .inp.f3 
.inp.14 -in .inp.f4 
.inp.15 -in .inp.f5 
.16 -in .inp.f6 
pack .inp.17 -in .inp. f7 
pack .inp.18 -in .inp. f8 
. pack .inp.19 -in . inp. f9 
.inp.l10 -in . flO 
pack . inp.lll -in .inp . 
pack .inp.112 -in .fl2 
pack . inp.l13 -in .fl3 
button .inp.rn1 -text (s) .. -command "range1 $title $matrix" 
button .inp.rn2 -text Range (5l .. -command "range2 $title $matrix" 
button .inp.rn3 text Range (5) ... -command "range3 $title $matrix" 
button .inp.rn4 -text Range (5) .. -command "range4 $title $matrix" 
button .inp.rn5 -text (5) •• -command {erange title} 
button .inp.index1 -width 2 -text 1 
button .index2 -width 2 -text 2 
button . .index3 -width 2 -text 3 
button .inp.index4 -width 2 -text 4 
button .indexS -width 2 -text S 
button .inp.fwd -bg black - -text> -command "mfastf \ 
$pyoung5 $pharden $pthermal \ 
$pyoungtb $pyieldtb $phardtb $pthermtb \ 
button . -text < -command "mrev 
$ph~rden 
$phardtb \ 
button .inp.next white -fg blue -text Next \ 
-command "mnextproc p $title2 $pctype 
$title -$ppoissons $pyield $pharden 















$titIe4 $prompt $titIe5 
$type2 \ 
$title3 $plval en 
button .inp.prev white -fg blue -text Prev \ 





button .inp. black - red -text <> -command {destroy .inp} 
for (set i I} ($i <= 4) {incr il 
if {$first==OI ( 
mset mat $i I 
mset mat $ppoissons $i 2 










set f .inp.youn$i -width 4 white -textvariable .. 
set f1 " 
set fl [format "%s ($i)" $fl] 
eval $ fl 
set f2 "entry .inp. $i -width 4 white -textvariable .. 
set f3 sons" 
set f3 [format "%s($i)" $f3] 
eval $f2$f3 
set f4 .inp.yiel$i -width 5 -bg white -textvariable " 
set f5 
set f5 [format "%s($i)" $f5] 
eval $f4$f5 
set f6 .. -width 7 white -textvariable .. 
set f7 
set f7 [format "%s ($i)" $f7] 
eval $f6$f7 
set f8 .therm$i -width 10 -bgwhite -textvariable .. 
set f9 
set f9 [format "%5 ( )" $f9] 
eval $ f9 
set flO "entry .inp.yount$i -width 
set f11 " It 
set fll [format "%s ( ) .. $fll] 
eval $flO$fll 
set f12 "entry .inp. -width 
4 white -textvariable " 












set fl3 [format "%S( ) .. ,$fl3] 
eval $fl2$fl3 
set fl4 -width 4 -bg white -textvariable II 
set fl5 
set fl5 [format "%s( ) II $fl5] 
eval $f14$f15 
set fl6 .inp. i-width 4 -bg white -textvariable " 
set fl7 "$phardtb" 
set fl7 [format "%s( ) " $fl7] 
eval $fl6$fl7 
set fl8 "entry .inp. -width 4 -bg white -textvariable II 
set fl9 "$pthermtb" 
set fl9 [format "%s( ) .. $fl9] 
eval $fl8$fl9 
set f20 "entry . -width 5 
set f21 "$pintegv" 
set f21 [format "%s( ) .. $f21] 
eval $f20$f21 
set f22 "entry .inp. -width 5 
set f23 "$pmodelv" 
set f23 [format "%s ( ) ., $f23] 
eval $f22$f23 
set f24 "entry . -width 5 
set f25 "$pphase" 
set f25 [format I'%S ( ) " $f25] 
eval $f24$f25 
.inp.index$i -in 









.inp.rn$i -in .inp.fO -side top 
.inp.youn$i -in .inp.fl -side 
.inp.yount$i -in. .f2 -side 
.inp.pois$i -in .inp.f3 -side 
.inp.poist$i -in .f4 -side 
.yiel$i -in .inp.f5 -side 
.inp.yielt$i -in .inp.f6 -side 
.hard$i -in .inp.f7 -side 
.inp.hardt$i -in .inp.fB -side 
-in .inp.f9 -side 
-in .inp.fl0 -side 
.model$i -in .inp.fl1 -side 
.1nteg$i -in .inp.f12 
.inp.phase$i -in .inp.fI3 
.next. .fwd .inp. .rev \ 
white -textvariable " 
white -textvariable .. 




















-in .inp.f14 -side top 1m 
set first 1 
} 
if {$ind""'''''l} 
set m( ) "E" 
) elseif ( 
set m( ) "NU" 
} elseif ( 










set m{$i) "YIELD" 
} elseif ( 
set m{ ) "SLOPE" 
} elseif ( 





mat2 {matx ivaI} { 
$matx m 
set m($i) $val 
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proc mnextproc_p {w title pctype pcval pcnran \ 
title2 pyoungs ppoissons pyield pharden pthermal \ 
ppoisstb pyieldtb \ 
pintegv \ 
matrix title4 len type \ 
title3 titleS 
return 
proc mprevproc {w title pyoungs 
pyoungtb tb pyieldtb 


















$title3 $pltype $plval $plnran $pr_phase 
proc mfastf {w pyoungs ppoissons pyield pharden \ 
pyoungtb ppoisstb pyieldtb phardtb pthermtb \ 












set fwd [expr $fwd 
set 
·set Ib [expr 
for {set i 
set ind [ 
. $w. 
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} (incr i} 
$i 
set f ", -textvariable II 
set f1 "$pyoungs" 
set £1 (format "%s ($i) If $£1] 
eval fl 
set f2 II Sind -textvariable .. 
set f3 "$ppoissons" 
set f3 [format "%s($i)" $f3] 
eval $f2$f3 
set f4 ".inp.yiel$ind -textvariable " 
set f5 "$pyield" 
set f5 [format "%s($i)" $f5] 
eval $f4$f5 
set f6 ".inp.hard$ind configure -textvariable " 
set f7 "$pharden" 
set f7 [format "%s ( ) .. $f7] 
eval $ f7 
set f8 " -textvariable " 
set f9 
set f9 )" $f9] 
eval $ 
set flO" .yount$ind -textvariable " 
set f11 "$pyoungtb" 
set f11 [format "%s ( )" $f11] 
eval $ f11 
set f12 ".inp.poist$ind configure -textvariable " 
set f13 "$ppoisstb" 
set £13 [format "%s ( I II $f13] 
eval $f12$f13 
set f14 II -textvariable .. 
set f15 
set f15 [format "%8($i)" $f15] 
eval $f14$f15 
set f16 ".inp.hardt$ind -textvariable .. 
set f17 " 
set f17 [format "%s{ I" $f17] 
eval $ fl7 
set f18 " 
set f19 
set £19 [format "%8 ($il" $f19] 
eval $f18$f19 
-textvariable .. 
set f20 II -textvariable " 
set f21 
set f21 [format "%s ($i) "$f21] 
eval $f20$f21 
set f22" .model$ind configure -textvariable .. 
set £23 "$pmodelv" 
set f23 [format "%s( )n $f23] 
eval $ 
f24 It -textvariable " 
set f25 












proc mrev {w pyoungs ppoissons pyield pharden pthermal \ 
pyoungtb ppoisstb pyieldtb phardtb \ 
pmodelv pphase} { 
global i fwd 
if {$i>=8} { 
set fwd [expr $fwd - 1] 
set i [expr $i 8] 
set max [expr + 3] 
set 1b [expr - 1] 
for {set i $i} f$i <= $max} {incr i} 
set ind [expr $i $lbl 
.$w.index$ind configure -text $i 
set f ".inp.youn$i configure -textvariable .. 
set f1 "$pyoungs" 
set f1 [format "%s($i)" $f11 
eval $f$fl 
set f2 ".inp.pois$i configure -textvariable " 
set f3 "$ppoissons" 
set f3 (format "%s($i)" $f3] 
eval $ f3 
set f4 .. i -textvariable .. 
set f5 .. 
set f5 (format "%s($i)" $f5] 
eval $ fS 
set f6 ".inp.hard$i -textvariable If 
set f7 n 
set f7 [format n%s{$i}1t $f7J 
eval $f6$f7 
set f8 It textvariable " 
set f9 
set f9 [format "%s( )n $f9J 
eval $f8$f9 
set flO " configure -textvariable .. 
set fl1 
set f11 [format U%s ($i) It $f11] 
eval $flO$f11 
set f12 .. -textvariable .. 
set f13 
set fl3 {format "%s ( )" $fl3] 
eval $ f13 
set f14 configure -textvariable " 
set flS 
set f15 [format "%s ($i)" $f15] 
eval $f14$f15 
set f16 ".inp. configure -textvariable .. 
set f17 "$phardtb" 
set fl7 [format "%s ( ) .. $f17] 
eval $fl6$fl7 
set f18 II .thermt$i configure -textvariable .. 
set f19 " 
set fl9 [format "%s {$i} It $f19] 
eval $ f19 
set f20 n i -textvariable " 
set f21 
















set f23 "$pmodelv" 
set f23 [format "%s($i)" $f23] 
eval $f22$f23 
set f24 ".inp. 
set f25 "$pphase" 
i configure 
set f25 [format "%s ($i)" $f25] 
eval $f24$f25 
proc {title matrix} { 
fwd 
set line [expr $fwd*4 + 1] 
erange $title $line 
} 
proc range2 {title matrix} { 
fwd 
set line [expr $fwd*4 + 2J 
erange $title $line 
} 
proc {title matrix) ( 
fwd 
set line [expr $fwd*4 + 3] 
erange $title $line 
) 
proc { title ma'trix} { 
fwd 
set line [expr $fwd*4 +4] 
erange $title $matrix 
} 
# MODULE REGRESSION AND SPLINE ANALYSIS 
p-regress.x 
proc xs {1st f f2} { 
set sum 0 
while { ! "" .... } { 
If 
set sum (expr $sum + pow([car [car $lst]],$f)] 










set sum [expr pow( 
return 
proc Ifunc {bO bl x} { 
return [expr 
proc tbO bl xl { 
$f2J 1 
return [expr $bO-exp( I] 
proc ys (1st f f2} { 
set sum 0 
while t!== .... } { 
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set sum [expr $sum + pow([cdr (car $lst]],$f)] 
set 1st [cdr 
set sum [expr pow( 
return $sum 
$f2) 1 
proc xsy {1st xf f2} { 
set sum 0 
set xsum [xs $lst $xf 
set ysum (ys $lst $ 
set sum [expr $xsum* 
set sum [expr pow($sum,$f2) J 
return $sum 
proc xsx {1st xf f2l { 
set sum 0 
set xsum [xs $lst 1] 
set ysum [xs $lst 1J 
set sum (expr $xsum*$ysum] 
set sum (expr pow($sum, $f2ll 
return $sum 
























proc xys {1st xf yf f2} { 
set sum a 
while { !=""} 
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set sum [expr 
set 1st [cdr 
I 
'm ... ,..,.· .... .r( [car [car ] 1 , 
set sum [expr pow($sum, ) J 
return 
set sum a 
while { !=""J { 
set x [expr [car [car 
set sum [expr $sum+exp{ 
set 1st (cdr ] 
return 
proc xye_s {1st a b c) 
set sum a 
while {$lst!= .... } 
set X (expr $b*[car [car 
set x [expr pow([car [car 
set y [expr pow([cdr [car 
set sum [expr 
set 1st [cdr 
return $sum 
proc {1st a b f} ( 




t 1 J ] 
tJ],$all 
t)],$c)] 
set X [expr $b*[car [car $1st]]] 
set x [expr pow([car [car $lst]], )] 











set sum [expr $ 
set 1st [cdr $lstJ 
I 
(exp ($X) , $f)l 
return $sum 
proc f_l {1st bl { 
set y [ys 1 I} 
set x [e_s $lst $b] 
set len [llength $lstl 
return {expr ($ l/$lenl 
proc f_2 (1st b) { 
set xy [xye s $lst 1 $b 11 
set xe1 [ s $lst 1 1] 
set xe2 [xe_s $lst 1 2J 
return [expr { + $xe2)/$xel1 
proc dfl {1st bl { 
set len [llength $lst] 
return [<;!xpr [xe_s 1 III 
proc df2 (1st bl ( 
set xy1 [xye_s $lst 2 $b 1] 
set xy2 [xye s $lst 1 $b 1] 
set xl [ $lst 2 $b 2] 
set x2 [xe_s $lst 1 $b 1] 
set x3 (xe_s $lst 1 2] 
set x4 [xe_s 2 $b 1] 
return [expr I 
$x4*( ($x2, 2) ] 
proc K smgm {1st b} I, 
return [expr [df1 $bl [df2 











set x [ 









set 1st [savedata 
set len [expr [ 
set el 0.0001 
for {set i II 
set di [expr 
set ei [expr 
set el 
set bl 
set bO [f_1 $lst $blJ 
set i 1 




(incr i) { 
l![K_smgm $el J ] 
set mm( ,1) {car [car 
set mm( ,2) [cdr [car 
set mm($i,3) [smgmf $bO 
set mm($i,4) [expr $mm( 
set i [expr $i+l] 
[car [car $lst]J] 
($i,2) ] 




) Estimated (E) Residual(R) Observed(Y} "S-Mechanistic Model" 
proc p1_regress {mat} { 
mm 
upvar m 
set 1st .... 
set 1st [savedata m $lstl 
set len (expr [llength ]+0.0] 
set 
[xsy 
[expr [xys $lst 1 1 1] 










set bot [expr [xs $lst 2 1] 
[xs $lst I 2J/$lenJ 
set bi [expr $ 1 






set i I 
res mm 
while !=nn} 
set mm( , I) [car 
set mm($i,2) [cdr [car 
set mm($i,3) [lfunc $bO $bl 
set mm($i,4) $mm($i,3) 
set i [expr 
set temp [cdr 
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I * [xs I 11/$lenl 
1 ] 
] J 
[car [car ]] 
($i,2)] 
re-tab1e (X) Estimated(E) Residua1(R) Observed(Y) 
proc regress {lstl { 
Ii upvar $mat m 
# set 1st 
# set 1st (savedata m $lst] 
set len [expr [ 1+0.0] 
for {set i I} ( len) (incr iJ 
set x($i,l) 1 
set x($i,2) [car [car $Isti]] 
set x( ,3) [expr pow( [car (car $lsti] J (2)] 
set y($i) [cdr (car $lsti] 1 
set 1sti [cdr 1 
for (set i 1) {$i<=3} liner i) { 
for {set j I} {$ j <=3} {incr j} { 
set xx($i,$j) 0 
J 
I 
for {set k 1} ($k<=$len) finer k} 
set xx($i,$j) [expr ($i,$j) 
for {set i I} {$i<=3} {iner i} ( 
set xy($i) a 
for (set j II I$j<=$len) (iner jJ ( 
{ 
( $k, )*$x( 
set xy($i) [expr $y($i)+$x($i,$jl*$y($j)l 
















set 1st "" 
set 1st rn $lst] 
set len [expr [llength +0.0] 
for (set i 1) ( liner i) 
set x($i,l) 1 
set x( (2) [car [car ] ] 
set x( , 3) [expr pow ( [car [car 
set x( ,4) [expr pow ( [car (car 
set y( ) [cdr (car ]J 
set Isti (cdr 1 
} 
for (set i 11 ($i<=4) liner i) { 
for {set j II ($j<=4) liner j} ( 
set xxI ,$j) 0 
for (set k 1) {$ I liner kl ( 
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] L 2) ] 
]],3) ] 




for (set i 1] { 
set xy ( ) 0 
for {set j 1} 
set xy($i) 
e-regress.x 
) (iner i) { 
!$j<=$len} {inerj! ! 
($i) ($i,$j)*$y($j)] 
proe funel {bO b1 xl ( 
return [expr ($bl*$x) J 
proe {bO b1 xl { 
return [expr 










return [expr $bO-$bl*exp($x)I 
proc I bO bl x I ( 
return [expr 
proc e s (1st b fl { 
set sum 0 
while l$lst!=""} 
set x [expr *[car 
set sum [expr 





(exp ($x) , Sf) ] 
proc xye s 11st abc} I 
set sum 0 
while ($lst!= .... } 
set X [expr $b*[car [car $lst]]] 
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set x [expr pow([car [car I, I] 
set y (expr pow([cdr [car $lstll. II 
set sum [expr ($X) 1 
set 1st [cdr $lstJ 
return $sum 
I 
proc xe_s 11st a b f} ( 
set sum 0 
while {$lst!::: .... } 
set X [expr $b*[car [car $lst]]] 
set x [expr pow{[car [car $lst]l.$a)] 
set sum [ $sum+$x*pow(exp($X),$f)] 
set 1st [cdr $lst1 
return $sum 
proc ye_s {1st a b f} { 
set sum 0 
while I$lst!::::""} 
set X [expr $b*[car [car $lstl1] 











set sum [expr $sum+$y*pow(exp($X),$f)] 













set xy (xye_s $lst 1 1] 
set xe1 [xe s 1 $b 1] 
set xe2 [xe- 1 $b 21 
return [expr ) /$xel] 
proc {lst b} { 
1 
t 1 11 
set b [expr 
set y [ys 
set x [e $lst 1] 
set len [llength $lst] 
return [expr {$y-$x)/$len] 
proc b} { 
set b [expr -$b] 
set xy [ 
set 
set 
1 $b 11 
1 $b 1] 
1 2] 










proc fm3 1 {1st bl 
set 1] 
set st 1 1] 
set len [ $lst] 
return (expr l/$len] 
proc fm3 (1st b) 
1 2] set es [e s 
set ye [ 
set x [e_s 
s t 1 1 1] 
1st 1 1] 
return [expr ( 
proc frn4 (1st b) 
set y [ys $lst 1 1] 
set es [e_s t 1 1] 
set len [ $lstJ 
)/$x] 
return [expr $es)1 
{1st b} 
set es [e_s 
set ye [ 
set x [ 
return (expr 
st 
proc drn1fl (1st bl { 
set len [ 
return [expr 






1 $b 1]/ 
t 2 $b 1] 
t 1 1] 











set x2 [xe 1 $b 1] 
set x3 [xe 1 2] 
set x4 [xe_s 2 11 
return [expr 
$x4*( 
proc dm2f1 {1st bl 
set len [llength $lst] 
set b [expr-$bj 
return [expr [ 
proc dm2f2 {1st bl 
set b [expr -$b] 
{ 
set (xye_s $lst 
set [xye_s $lst 
set xl [xe_s $lst 2 
set x2 [xe_s $lst 1 
set x3 {xe_s $lst 1 









return [expr { (-$xy1+2 )*$x2 
$x4*($xy2-$x3) )/pow( 
proc dm3fl (1st bl 
set len [ $lst) 
set x [e_s $lst 1 1] 
return [expr $x/$lenJ 
p~oc dm3f2 {1st bl 
set x [ 1 21 
set y [e~s 1 1] 
return [expr 
proc dm4f1 {1st b} { 
set len 












return [expr -$x/$len] 
proc dm4f2 {1st b} 
set x [e_s $lst 1 2] 
set y [e_s $lst 1 1] 
return [expr -$x/$y] 
proc Kml {1st b} { 
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return [expr [dmlfl $lst $b]-[dmlf2 $lst $b]] 
proc Km2 {1st b) { 
return [expr [dm2fl $lst $b]-[dm2f2 $lst $b]l 
proc Km3 {1st b} ( 
return [expr [dm3f1 $lst $b]-[dffi3f2 $lst $bl j 
proc Krn4 (1st b) ( 
return [expr [dm4f1 $lst $bj-[dm4f2 $lst $b]l 
proc Fmlb (1st b) ( 
set x (fml_l $lst $b] 
set y [fm1_2 $lst $b] 
return [expr $x-$y] 
proc Fm2b {1st b} { 
set x (fm2_1 $lst $b] 
set y [fm2_2 $lst $b] 
return [expr $x-$y] 
proc Fm3b {1st bl { 
set x [fm3 1 $lst $bl 
set y [fm3=2 $lst $bl 










proc Fm4b {1st b} 
set x [fm4_l 





proc methodml {mat} ( 
global rom bo bx by 
upvar $mat m 
set 1st .... 
set i [e Ie-Model(l) 
set 1st [savedata m $lst] 
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s Tolerance "Max. 
set len [expr [ ] +0.0 J 
set el 
set i 1 
set tol [Fmlb t Sell 
while 
set (expr 
set ei [expr 
set el $ei 
set tol [Fmlb 
set i [expr $i+1] 
set i 1 
while {$lst!=""} 
set rom($i,1) [car 
set rom ( ,2) [cdr 
setrom($i,3) [e 
set rom($i,4) [expr 
set i [expr ] 
set 1st (cdr 1 
) 
} { 





$ rom ( 
[car [car $lst]]] 
($i,2)] 
II J 













proc {mat} ( 
mm bo bx 
upvar m 
set 1st "" 
set i [e_ivars IC-Model(2) Tolerance "Max. Iterations"] 
set 1st [savedata st] 
set len [expr [ $lst]+O.OJ 
set e1 $bo 
set i 1 
set tol [Fm1b $e1l 
while ($ && $tol<$bx} 
set di [expr 
set ei [expr 
set e1 $ei 
- [Fm2b 
$e1+$dil 
set tol [Fmlb 
set i [expr 
$lst Sell 
1 
set b1 $e1 
set bO [fm2 1 
reset tblS mm 
set i 1 
while ($lst!=""j 
set mm($i,l) [car 
set mm ( , 2 ) [ cd r 
set mm( (3) [e 
set mm( (4) [expr 
set i [expr ] 







] / [Km2 t 1]] 
[car [car $lstj] J 
($i,2) ] 
re-table Step{X) Estimated(E) Residual(R) Observed{Y) n {S-Mechanistic (2) 
Model}" 
} 
proc (mat} { 
mm bo bx by 
upvar m 
set 1st .... 
set i ( IC-Model(3) I-guess Tolerance "Max. Iterations"] 
set 1st savedata J 
set len [expr $lstl+O.O] 
set el $bo 










set tal [Fm.lb 
while {$i<=$by 
set di [expr 





set tal [Fm.lb $lst 
set i [expr $i+l1 
set bl $el 
set bO [ 




set rom.{$i,l) [car [car $lstl] 
set rom.($i,2} [cdr [car $lst] 1 
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1/ [Km3 $lst 1 1 
set rom.($i,3) [e fund $bO (car [car ] 1 
set rom. ( ,4) [expr $rom.( ,3)-$rom.($i.2)] 
set i [ $i+l] 
set 1st [cdr $lst] 
re-table 
Model)" 
) Estimated (E) Residual{R) 
J 
proc ) ( 
rom. bo bx by 
upvar m 
set 1st "" 
(Y) "{S-Mechanistic(3) 
set i [e_ivars IC-Model(4) s Tolerance "Max. Iterations"] 
set 1st [savedata 
set len [expr [ 
set el 
set i 1 
set tal [Fm.lb $lst $ell 
while { 
) 
set di [expr 
set ei [expr 
set el 
set tal [Fm.lb $lst $el] 
set i [expr $i+l] 
set bl 
set bO [fm4_1 $lst $blJ 
tblS rom. 
set i 
while {$lst!= .... ) 
set rom. ( ,I) [car [car $lst]] 










set mm($i,2) [cdr [car $lst) J 
set mm($i,3) [e func4 $bO $bl 
set mm( ,4) [expr $mm($i,3)-
set i [expr $i+ll 
set 1st [cdr tj 
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(X) Estimated (E) Residual(R) Observed(Y) "(S-Mechanistic(4) 
} 
3spline.x 
proc f x {B 1st i xl ( 
upvar M 
set Xl [lindex [lindex $lst ] 0] 
set XO [!index [Undex [expr $i..:..lll 0] 
set Yl [!index [!index $lst ] 1] 
set YO [lindex [lindex t [e.xpr $i-lll 1J 
set H 1 (expr [H_p $i $lst]+O.O] 
set $M($i) 
set ml $M( [expr $i+l]) 
set tel (expr $mO*(pow(($X1-$x),2)*( ) ) 1,2) ] -
set te2 [expr $m1*(pow(($x-$XO) ,2)*($X1-$x)) ($H1,2)] 
set te3 [expr $YO* (pow( ( ),2)*(2*($x-$XO)+$H lll/pow( 
set te4 (expr $Yl*(pow(($x-$XO),2)*(2*( 
return [expr $tel-$te2 
proc 
if 
{ p 1st } { 
I { 
return [lindex [lindex 
else { 
te4 ] 
t 0] 0] 
return (expr [lindex [lindex $lst 
-[lindex [lindex [expr 
proc ! p 1st } { 

















proc ( p 1st ) 
return [expr 1-[ $p 
set (lindex [l.index $lst $p] 1] 
set [lindex [lindex $lst [expr ]] 1] 
set [lindex (lindex $lst [expr ]] 1] 
set tel [expr 3*[ $lst]*($Yp-$Yp 11/[H p $lst]] 
set te2 [expr 3*[m_p $p 1*($Yp1-$Ypl/[H_p [expr $lstJ] 
return [expr te2] 
global DyO DDyO Dyn DDyn 
set n [ 
ivars "Periodic 
set Y1 [lindex [lindex 1] 1] 
set YO [lindex [lindex $lst OJ 1J 
set 1 
set 0 $lst] 
set te [expr 3*($Y1-$YO}/$H 1 -- 1*0.5*$DDyO - 2*$ 
return [expr 2*$DyO + $m_O*$te] 
Dyn 
Spline" 
set n (expr ( 
set Yn [lindex t 1] 
set Yn_l [lindex [lindex.$lst [expr $n-11] 1] 
set L_n [L_p 
set [H_p 










return (expr n*$te + 2*$Dynj 
proe I mat ) ( 
upvar $mat m 
grid 
set 1st .. " 
set 1st [savedata m $lstj 
set n [ 
set a(l) {) 
for 
for 
if 1$ j) ( 
$lst] 
set A($i,.$j) 2 
} (iner i) { 
} (iner j) ( 
elseif {$j==[expr $i-1]} ( 
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set a($i) (,$j) 
elseif ($j==[expr$i+1]) ( 
set A($i,$j) [expr $i-1] $lstj 
set e( ) $A($i, j) 
else ( 
set A($i,$j) 0 
set e($n) 0 
set B(l) [ $lst] 
set B($n) e N 0] 
for {set i 11 {$i<=(expr $n-2]} {iner il { 
.set 8( (expr $i+11) [ $lst1 
for (set k 1) {$ } (iner k) ( 
if ($k==l) ( 
set p(l) 2 
set Qq(l) [expr -$c(l)/ (1)] 
set u(l) [expr $B(l) (1)] 
) else I 
} 
} 
set p($k) [expr ($k) *$Qq( [expr $k-l])+2] 
set ($kl (expr ($kl/$p($kll 












for {set k [expr 1] I {$k>=11 (set k [expr $k-1] I 
set X($k) [expr $Qq($k) * ([expr $k+ll) + $u($k)] 
set length 
taplevel .plat 
canvas .plot.c -bg black -width lSe -height lSe 
.plot.e 
set yO [newsy 0] 
.e create line [xnewsy Ole ${yO)c lSe $(yO)c -fill white 
.c create line Ole [newsy Olc (xnewsy Ole (newsy 1Sle -fill white 
set maxx [xmax $lstl 
set maxy [ymax $lstl 
set dx (expr $maxx I [expr 1 J I 
1] ] set [expr I [expr 
set k 1 
if {$length > 1 I { 
# 
set xn 0 
set x 0 












div [expr 14.S I [expr $ - 1l] 
q [expr I 2J 
[expr $q I 2] 
[expr 3 ] 
x [expr [xnewsy 
xq [expr [xnewsy 
xq2 [expr [xnewsy 
x2q3 {expr {xnewsy 
y [expr [newsy 
yq [expr [newsy $q] - $xn] 
yq2 [expr {newsy $q2J - $xril 
[expr [newsy ] - $xnl 
.e create line ${x)c [newsy Ole ${x}e Oe -fill green 
.e 
create line ${ Ie [newsy Ole ${ Ie [newsy O.lJe fill white 
create line ${xq)c [newsy Ole ${xq)c [newsy 0.2]e -fill white 
create line $(x2q3)c [newsy Olc ${x2q3)c (newsy O.llc fill white 
I { 
line ${x}e [newsy Ole ${xle Oe -fill green 
create line O.Se ${y}e lSe ${y}e -fill green 
create line 
.plot.e create line 
O.Se ${ Ie 0.6c ${ Ie -fill white 
O.Se ${ e O.7c ${yqlc -fill white 
.e create line O. Se $ { I ca. 6c $ {y2q3} e -fill white 
.plot.c create text ${xlc 15e -text [expr kJ -anchor sw -fill white 
.e create text .70c ${y}e -text [expr k] -anchor sw -fill white 
set xn (expr + 











set j 1 
while {$j<=(expr $n-1] I { 
set xelO [Hndex [!index $lst [expr $j 1] ] 0] 
set xel1 [lindex [Hndex $j] 0] 
Ol/S.O] set step [expr ($xel 
for (set i $xelO) [ 1 I (set i [expr $i+$ ]) ( 
set xvalue1 (ratiox $i] 
set 1 [f_,x X $lst $i] 
set [ $maxy'$yval11 
set i 1 (expr $i + tep] 
set xvalue2 [ratiox $maxx 1] 
set yva12 [f_x X $lst $j $i 
set [ J' 
.c create line $(xvalue1}c $1 
-fill blue 
I 
set j [expr $j+1] 
proc n_periodic (mat) { 
upvar 
global 
set 1st ., .. 
set 1st [savedata m $lstl 
set n [expr [ $lstj-l] 
for (set i I) { } (iner i I { 
for {set j 11 ($j<=$nJ liner j) 
if { j} ( 
set A($i,$j) 2 
elsei£ {$j (expr $i-1] J ( 
set A($i, ) [L_p $i $lstl 
set a($i) $A( ,$j) 
elseif ($j==[expr $i+1]) 
set A { , $ j } [ exp r 
set c{$i) $A($i, j) 
else ( 
set A($i, ) a 










set A(l,$n) [ 1 $lstJ 
set a(l) (1, 
set A($n,l) [rn-p $n 
set c($n) $A($n,l) 
for {set i II ( 
set 81$i) [ 
set 8($n) [c_N $lst 11 
} { 
for {set k 11 {$ I {incr k} { 
if ($ k=== 1 } ( 
set pill 2 
set Qq(l) [expr -$c(I)/$p(I)] 
set u(1) [expr $8(1) (1)] 
set s (1) [expr (I) I $p (1) ] 
} else ( 
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i} ( 
set p($k) [expr ($k)*'$Qq( [expr $k-1] )+2] 
I 
) 
set Qq($k) [expr -Sci )/$p($k)l 
set u($k) [expr ($8($kl ($k)*'$u((expr $k-1]1)1 ($kl] 
set s ($k) [expr -Sa ($kl *' ([expr $k-l11 ($k)] 
set t ( ) 1 
set v($n) 0 
for {set k [expt IJ} {$k>=l} {set k [expr $k-l]} 
set t($kl [expr $Qq($k)*'$t([expr $k+lJ) + $s($k)l 
set v($k) [expr ($k) *' ([expr $k+ll) + $u ($k) J 




for {set k [expr } (set k [expr $k-1]) 
set X( [expr $Qq( )*'$X([expr $k+l]) +$05($ 
set 
toplevel .plot 




black -width 15c 15c 
OJ 
($n) + ($k) ] 











.c create line [xnewsy Olc [newsy Olc [xnewsy Olc [newsy lSlc -fill white 
set maxx [xmax 
set maxy [ymax 
set dx [expr 
set dy [expr 





if ( > I ) { 
set xn 0 
set x 0 
while ( <= IS) ( 
]] 
]] 
set div [expr 14.5 / [expr $length - III 
set q {expr / 2] 
set q2 [expr / 2] 
set [expr 3* ] 
set x (expr {xnewsy $div] + $xn] 
set xq [expr [xnewsy $q] + $xn1 
set [expr $q21 + $xn1 
set [expr [xnewsy 1 + $xnl 
set y [expr [newsy $xnl 
yq (expr [newsy $q] $xn] 
[expr $xnJ 
[expr (newsy - $xnl 
# .c.create line ${x}c OJc ${x}c Oc -fill green 
create line ${ }c [newsy Olc $f Ic [newsy O.llc -fill white 
create line C(xq}c [newsy Olc ${xq}c [newsy 0.2Jc -fill white 
create lineS! Ic Olc $( Ic [newsy O.lJc fill white 
............. -- .... ) { 
line ${xlc [newsy Olc ${x}c Oc -fill green 
O.Sc ${y)c 15c ${y}c -fill green 
.c create line o . Sc $ (yq21 cO. 6c $ { yq2 } c fill white 
.c create line O.Sc ${yq}c O.7c ${yq}c -fill white 
.c create text ${x}c 15c -text [expr $dx*$ 
.c create text .70c $(y}c -text [expr $dy*$kJ 
set xn [expr + $divJ 
set k [expr $k+lJ 
set j 1 
while <= [expr $n-lJ) { 
set xelO [lindex [lindex $lst [expr $j-l]] 0] 
set xell [lindex [lindex $lst $j] 0] 
set s [expr ( 0)/5.0] 
for (set i 0) {$i<$xel1 I {set i [expr 
set $maxx ] 
set $j $iJ 
set $maxy 1] 
set [expr + $step] 
set xvalue2 [ratiox $maxx $i 1] 
set [f_x X $j $i_11 




.c create line ${xvalue1)c ${ 
-fill blue 













set j [expr $j+1] 
poly-reg.x 
proc {matx nl ( 
upvar qmq 
nun 
set 1st nn 
set 1st [savedata qrnq $1stl 
set len [llength $lst] 
for (set i 0) { I finer il ( 
for (set j 11 ($j<=$len) {iner j) 
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set x( $j, [expr II [expr pow ( [lindex [!index 
for {set i 1} { } liner i) ( 
set y($i) [lindex [!index t [expr $i-1J J 1J 
) 
for (set i 11 ( [expr $n+1]) liner il ( 
for {set j 11 ($j<=[expr $n+1J) liner j I 
set matI ,$j) 0.0 
for (set k 1) {$ len} (iner k) ( 
set matI ,$j) [expr (,$j) + $xl 
INVERT mat [expr $n+1] rninv 
for {set i 1} {$i<=[expr ]} liner i) ( 
set ml$i) 0.0 
for {set j 1\ ( len) (iner jl ( 
setm($i) [expr $m( ) + $x($j,$il*$y($j)] 
I 
for {set i 1} ( 
set pm( ) 0.0 
(expr $n+1]) { i} ( 
$n+1]) liner j} { 
$j) 
for (set j 11 {$j<=(expr 
set pm{ } [expr $pm{ } + I ,$jl*$m{$jll 
t [expr $j-1]] OJ, I] 














set i 1 
reset tblS mm 
while {$temp!= .... } 
set xel [car (car $ 
set (cdr [car $ 
set mm( , 1) $xel 
set mm($i,2) $ 
set mm($i,3) [func pm $n 
set mm($i,4) [expr $mm($i,3) ($i,2)] 
set i [expr $i+l1 
set {cdr $temp] 
} 
unset len 
re-table (X) Estimated (E) Residual(R) Observed(Yl "O($n) 
proc func (mat n xl { 
upvar m 
set sum 0 
for (set i 0) {$ I (iner i j 












proc trans_w {I y} ( 
if {$I==O} 
return log( 











.} else { 
return (expr (pow($y, )-1) 
I 
I 
proe (lIst mat) { 
upvar $mat 9 
set len [llength $lst] 
set·i 1 
} {iner i I { 
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for (set i 11 
set g($i) [ w $1 [lindex [lindex $lst [expr $1-1]] 1]] 
proe In var II 1st nl { 
set len 
mat $1 st 9 
for {set i O} ( I {iner i} { 
for {set j I} I liner j} 
set x($j, [expr $i+1]) [expr pow( [lindex [lindex$lst (expr$j 1]] 0] ,$i)] 
for {set i I} {$i<=[expr $n+1]} liner il { 
for {set j II {$j<=[expr $n+l] I liner j} 
set mattS $j) 0.0 
for {set k II liner kl { 
set mat{$i,$j) [expr ($i,$j) + ($k , )"'$x($ )] 
INVERT mat [expr $n+l] minv 
for {seti II { 
for {set j I} ($j 
set mat2($i,$j) 0.0 
for (set k I} { 
{iner i I { 
I liner j) 
expr $n+I] I liner k} { 
[expr $n+I]} liner wi { for {set w I} I 
set mat2($i,$j) (,$j) ($j,$k) 
for {set i II {$ 
for {set j I} 
set mat3( (expr 
( 
$j]-$mat2($ ) ] 
($k, $w) ($i, $w) 1 
University of Cape Town
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len} (incr i) 
0.0 
for (set i 1) ( 
set xmat4($i) 
for (set k 1) 
set xmat4( 
($ ) finer k) ( 
) [expr $x.mat4 ($i) ($k) 
set matS 0.0 
for {set k 1} {$ 




proc 1n ys (1st) ( 
set sum 0 
while ($lst!='"') 
set e1 [cdr [car $lst]] 
) ) ] 
set sum [expr ($e1)] 
set 1st [cdr $lst] 
return $sum 
proc1ikelihood [mat n) ( 
upvar $mat m 
mm 
set 1st "" 
set 1st [savedata m 
set len [llength $lst] 






for (set 1 -2) {$1<=2} (set 1 [expr $1+0.2S)} { 
set [var $lst $n] 
if { } { 
set last [expr -O.S*$len*$l var + ( )* 
set index [expr round ( 
else { i 
set [expr -0.5* var + ($1-1) 
puts "1=$1, $largest" 
iff } ( 
set index [expr round ($1) 1 
set last $largest 
) 
} 
puts " .. 
for {set i OJ { } (iner i} 
University of Cape Town
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} (iner j} { for {set j I} {$j 
set x($j, [expr ]) [expr pow([lindex [lindex 
for {set 
set y( 
(iner i I ( 
for i I} { [expr 
for (set j 11 ($j<=[expr 
set mat1! ,$j) 0.0 
for (set k 1) {$ 
set matI ($i, ) [expr 
[lindex [lindex 
J) liner iJ ~ 
$n+1]} liner j} 
liner k) { 
($i,$j) + 
matI [expr $n+11 minv 
for {set i I} ( [expr $n+1J 1 liner il { 
set m1($i) 0.0 
for {set j II ($j 
set m1( ) [expr 
for (set i 1) ( [expr 
set pm($i) 0.0 
} {iner j I ( 
) +$x{$j, )* 
I) {iner i} ( 
for {set j II ($j<=[expr $n+1JJ liner jl { 
I + ($i,$j)* set pm( ) [expr ( 
set temp $lst 
reset tblS rom 
set i 1 




while !=t1ff} ( 
set xel [car [car ] 
set [cdr [car $temp]1 
set rom ( $i, 1) 
set rom($i,2) 
set rom($i,3) 
set rom ( ,.4) [expr 
set i [expr $i+1] 





[expr $ j 1] J 0 J , ) ] 
1]] 1] J 
($k,$il] 
re-table (X) Estimated{E) Residual{R) Observed(Y) "O{$n) : Response-
Transformation" . 
} 
University of Cape Town
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proc func ml {pm 1 n xl { 
upvar :;icm m 
set sum 0 
for (set i O} { liner i} I 
set sum [expr $sum + ([expr $i+l])*pow( )1 
if ! $l==O} ( 
return [expr exp($sum)] 
} else { 
} 
} 
return [expr ($l*$sum+l, 1)] 
mtransform.x 
set fwd3 0 
set i 1 
set Is t .. .. 







name : metprop 
purpose : gets transformation and eet values 
: see below 
into arrays 





WID title .cinp 




frame . cinp. f1 
frame . cinp. f2 
frame .einp.f3 
frame .einc.f4 
label .einp.mll -text II " 
label .cinp.l -text" .. 
label . cinp.10 -text CCT -fg blue 
label .11-text T (i) -fg red 
label .12 -text T(i+1) -fg red 
label .cinc.l3 -text "Pre-Temc." -fa blue 
label .ff1 -text T -fg blue 
label .ff2 -text T -fg blue 
label. . ff3 -text T -fg blue 
label .cinc.ff4 -text T -fg blue 
nameO \ 
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1, 
label . .ffS -text T - blue 
.m1f. .f .cinp.fO .cinp.f1 .cinp.f2 . .f3 \ 
.f4 -side left 
pack . .mll -in .cinp.m1f 
.1 -in. . f 
.10 -in. .fO 
.11 -in . .f1 
. 12 -in . f2 
.13 -in .cino.f4 
button . .index1 -width 2 -text 1 
button . .index2 -width 2 -text 2 
button .index3 -width 2 -text 3 
button .cino.index4 -width 2 -text 4 
button .cinp.ran1 -text Data .. -command "index1 $itit1e $nameO $namel \ 
$name2 $name3 $ 1 $cval" 
button .cinp.ran2 -text Data .. -command "index2 $ititle $nameO $name1 \ 
$name2 $name3 $temo 2 ... _ ..... _- ... _ .. _,,, 
button . .ran3 -text Data .. -command "index3 
$name2 $name3 $ 3 " 




$temo 4. $ " 
black - red -text> -command "ffast 
black - red -text -command 
.sketch -bg black red ~text Sketch \ 
to_file $ temp cval 
.rev -bg black red -text < -command "reve 
-command 
button 
button .sav -bg black -fq red -text Save command "savetr 
" 
button .load black - red -text Load -command "loadtr 
for 
-width 5 -bg white -textvariab1e 
_ .'sav .c~np.1oad -in 
{$i <= 4} (incr i) ( 
.f4 -side 
set f -width 5 white -textvariab1e " 
set f1 
set fl [format "%5 ( ) .. $£1) 
eva1 $f$f1 
set f2 -width 5 
set f3 






. fl -side top 
.f2 -side 
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proc ffast {w ctype cval} { 
global i fwd3 
set fwd3 [expr $fwd3 + 1] 
set max [expr $i + 3] 
set lb (expr $i - 1J 
for (set i $i) {$i <= $max} {incr i} 
set ind (expr $i - $lb] 
.$w.index$ind configure -text $i 
set f ".$w.con$ind configure -textvar " 
set f1 "$ctype" 
set f1 [format "%13 ($i)" $f1] 
eval $f$f1 
set f2 ".$w.val$ind configure -textvar " 
set f3 "$cval" 




proc reve {w ctype cval} { 
} 
global i fwd3 
if {$i>=8) { 
set fwd3 [expr $fwd3 - 1] 
set i [expr $i - 8J 
set max [expr $i + 3J 
set lb [expr $i - 1] 
for [set i $ij {$i <= $max) lincr i) 
set ind [expr $i - $lb] 
.$w.index$ind configure -text $i 
1 
I 
set f ".$w.con$ind configure -textvar " 
set f1 "$ctype" 
set f1 [format "%13 ($i)" $f1] 
eval $f$f1 
set f2 u.$w.val$ind configure -textvar " 
set f3 U$cval" 
set f3 [format U%s($i)" $f3] 
eval $f2$f3 
# ---------------------------------------------------------------
# name : index*# 
# purpose : get data for a particular trnasformation 
# inputs : ititle nameO - name3 temp t ctype cval 
# ---------------------------------------------------------------
proc index1 {ititle nameO name1 \ 
name2 name3 temp t ctype cval} 
global fwd3 
upvar $ctype ttype 
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upvar $eval tval 
if ($ttype(1) != 0 && $tval(1) != 0) ( 
set line [expr $fwd3*4 + 1] 
imltable $name2 $name3 $ititle 
} 
} 
proe {ititle nameO namel \ 
name2 name3 temp t 
global fwd3 
upvar $etype 
upvar $eval tval 
eval.} ( 
(2) != 0 && $tval (2) != 0) ! 
set line {expr $fwd3*4 + 2] 
imItable $nameO $namel $name2 $name3 $ititle $t 
} 
) 
proe index3 {ititle nameO namel \ 
name2 t etype eval} 
fwd3 
upvar 
upvar $eval tval 
if ( (3) != 0 && $tval(3) != OJ 
set line {expr $fwd3*4 +3] 
{ 
imltable $nameO $namel $name2 $name3 $ititle $temp $t 
} 
} 
proe index4 (ititle nameO namel \ 
name2 .name3 temp t 
fwd3 
upvar 
upvar $eval tval 
eval) ( 
if ( (4) 1 0 && (4) 1= 0) { 
I 
set line [expr $fwd3*4 + 4] 





# purpose ~ saves all transformation data 
# 
# which is a variable 
# ----------------------------------------------------------
proe savetr {mat etype eval pretemp} { 
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upvar $ctype 
upvar $cva1 tva1 




set count 0 
set fname " .. 
for {set i I} {$i <= 4} {incr i} 
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if ($ttype($i) !=O && $tval($i~ !=O} { # check whether all tranformation in 
set count [expr $count+l] 
} else { 





if {$count == 4} ( 
set t2 [insert2 $lst_t2 $pt ) 
for {set j II {$j <= $count} lincr j} { 
set w 1 
} 
if {[info exists m($j:$w,l))) 
set x $ ($j) 
set y $tval ($j) 
set 1st t2 [insert2 $lst t2 $j $x 
while {[info exists m($j: 
if {$m($j: 1) != .... && 
&& $m($j :$w(4) !=""j 
set x $m($j:$w,l) 
set y $m($j:$w,2) 
set z $m( :$w,3) 
set h $rn( 4) 
set 1st t [insert3 
} 
set w [expr $w+l] 
} 
2) !::::: .... && 
t $y $z 
set fname [fileselect cctj 
set fname [file rootname $fname] .cct 
if {[file exists $fname]} { 
} 
) 
set result [tk_dialog . \ 
"File exists. If 
if! ==O}( 
exec rID $fname 
afilesave $lst t2 $fname 
afilesave $lst=t $fname 
} else return 
else { 
afilesave $lst_t2 $fname 
afilesave $lst_t $fname 
($j:$w,3) !='''' \ 








name : file 
purpose saves transformation 
: mat etype eval 
1st t 1st t2 ( 
data to file 
variables) 
proe {mat eval } { 
) 





set count 0 
set 1st ftn 
set Is " .. 
for {set i II {$i <= 4} finer il { 
if {$ ($i) !=O && $tval ( ) !=o} { # 
set count [expr $eount+lj 
} else { 
set result [tk dialog .dlg 
"Data not complete," warning 
if ($result == 0) ( 
return 
) 
if {$eount 41 { 
set 1st t2 [insert2 $lst t2 
for {set j 11 {$j <= $eount} finer j} 
set w 1 
if {[info exists m($j:$w,l)]} 
set x $ ($j) 
set y $tval($j) 
set 1st t2 [insert2 $1st_t2 $j- $x 
while ([info exists m($j :$w, 1) J.} { 
if {$m($j:$w,l) !",,'''' && $m($j:$w,2) != .... && 
















set w [expr $w+l] 
eetplotxy $ls 
) 
$lat t $j $x $y $z 
whether all tranformation in 
( $ j : $ w , 3) ! = ,... \ 
# ---------------------------------------------------------------
# name loadtr 
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n purpose: loads data from file to arrays. 
~ : mat eval 
~ : into arrays 
# ---------------------------------------------------------------
proe loadtr (mat eval pretemp) 
upvar 
upvar 




set fname [fileseleet eet] 
if ![file exists $fname] ( 
if {[ tk dialog . dIg "Warning" \ 
I 
I 
" does not exist !" 
return 
set 1st [afileread $fname] 
set 1st t2 [lfilter $lst 3} 
set lst=t [lfilter $lst 5] 
set (earn 2 $lst_t2] 
ishloadm m Slst_t 
ishloadtm val $ls 
set 1st t " .. 
set 1st t2 "" 
( 








purpose loads transformation data into arrays 
eval 1st t2 
into arrays 





set length [ t_t2] 
set len [expr $length-l] 
for (set i I) ($i <= riner iJ 
set el [lindex $lst ] 
set t [car ] 
set ( ) [car [cdr 
set val($t) (car [edrn 
{ 
